THE CORPORATION OF THE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
REGULAR MEETING #01-22
AGENDA

For the regular Council meeting of the Village of Warfield to be held on Monday, January 10,
2022, at 1:00 p.m. In an electronic/video format in conformance with the Village of Warfield
Procedure Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1)
1.

Call to Order

2.

Council resolution:
RECOMMENDATION: THAT the Council of the Village Warfield approve the electronic
meetings to continue being held in conformance with the Village of Warfield Procedure
Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1)

3.

Adoption of the Agenda
RECOMMENDATION: THAT Agenda #01-22 be adopted as presented.

4.

Presentation
Lower Columbia Community Health Centre
Frank Marino

5. Approval of Minutes
a. Minutes of the Regular Council Meeting #12-21 Held December 13, 2021
RECOMMENDATION: THAT the minutes of the regular Council meeting #12-21 held
December 13, 2021, be adopted as presented.
b. Minutes of the Committee of the Whole #10-2021 Held December 13, 2021
RECOMMENDATION: THAT the minutes of the Committee of the Whole Meeting #10-21
held December 13, 2021, be adopted as presented.
6.

Referrals from Prior Meetings
Village of Warfield Strategic Goals and Actions

7.

Reports & Memoranda
Action Items Status Report – January 2022
RDKB Permits – August 2021
RDKB Permits – September 2021
RDKB Permits – October 2021
RDKB Permits – November 2021

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

RECOMMENDATION: THAT the following reports be received:
• Action Items Status Report – January 2022
• RDKB Permits – August 2021
• RDKB Permits – September 2021
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•
•
8.

RDKB Permits – October 2021
RDKB Permits – November 2021

Financial Matters
a. Schedule of Accounts to January 10, 2022
RECOMMENDATION: THAT the commitments and expenditures represented by the
accounts payable listed below are authorized and that their payment in the amount of
seventy-four thousand, seven-hundred twenty-two dollars and eighty-one cents be
approved.
Accounts Payable Cheques # 10755 - 10782
EFT Payments
Payroll #25 & 26
TOTAL EXPENDITURE & PAYMENT APPROVED

$31,972.74
$5,627.65
$37,122.42
$74,722.81

9.

Council Reports and Inquiries
Council Report – Councillor Parkinson
Council Report – Councillor Hill - verbal

10.

Visitor Question Period

11.

Authority for Closed Session
RECOMMENDATION: That Council convene in closed session under authority of
Community Charter Sections 90 (1)(c) Labour relations or other employee relations; 90 (1)
(g) litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality; and 90 (1)(i) the receipt of
advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications necessary for
that purpose.

12.

Adjournment

PRESENTATION

Health and Wellbeing Needs and Assets:
Lower Columbia Regional Assessment
Final Report
September 2021
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Executive Summary
Strategic context
Access to primary care is an important social determinant of health. The BC Ministry of Health
reported in 2019 that 17% of the population in the Trail Community Health Area were
unattached, meaning they did not have a family doctor or nurse practitioner. According to the
Kootenay Boundary Division of Family Practice, the Lower Columbia Region is experiencing a
shortage of primary care practitioners, which is the main contributing factor to unattachment.
Since 2017, seven physicians retired or left their family practice, and another 7-8 physicians are
anticipated to retire or leave their practice within the next 2-3 years. While 7 physicians and
nurse practitioners have started working in family practice in the region to date since 2017,
some are working part-time and one of the seven has since left family practice for full-time
hospital work. There is an emerging pattern provincially and in the Lower Columbia Region of
fewer physicians working in community-based longitudinal primary care, as locum, specialized
practice, or hospital work can be more attractive.

Paradigm shift in primary care
The BC Ministry of Health has implemented some changes to the structure of primary care,
including the Primary Care Network (PCN) in 2019. Through PCN, there are three clinics in the
Lower Columbia Region that have additional healthcare providers working alongside physicians
and nurse practitioners in the same clinic, such as registered nurses, social workers, and or
physiotherapists. Other recent changes to primary care funding includes new hours-based
Group Contracts for physicians who work together to provide community longitudinal care, New
to Practice Contracts, Health Authority run clinics call Urgent & Primary Care Centres, and some
expansion of community health centres (CHCs). A CHC is any not-for-profit corporation or cooperative which provides interprofessional primary care, is community-governed and
community-centred, actively addresses social determinants of health, and demonstrates
commitment to health equity and social justice. The Ministry has stated that they are supporting
interested communities in building a CHC.

This study
This study provided the first step in working towards establishing support for a CHC, by
examining the needs of patients, healthcare, and community organization service providers, as
well as existing assets that could contribute to a more holistic provision of primary care in the
Lower Columbia Region. Data was collected through focus groups and individual interviews,
using semi-structured questions based on five areas of inquiry: assets, needs, access,
collaboration, and potential of CHCs. Perspectives were sought from community service
providers, health care providers and practitioners, large employers in the region, and key
community stakeholders such as the RCMP and local government. In total 26 individuals took
part, for a response rate of 24% (26/109).
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Five overarching themes emerged from the focus group and interview data:
1. Assets that support different aspects of health include primary care clinics, urgent
hospital care, mental health services, and community service organizations
2. Health and wellbeing service gaps include adult and youth mental health, housing
supports, and too few primary care practitioners
3. Transportation and being unattached are barriers to accessing health care and to
wellbeing
4. Facilitating collaboration between community service organizations and primary care can
address gaps such as mental health needs
5. Co-locating primary care and community services with a central navigator could help
address gaps, access issues, and facilitate collaboration

Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the available data on unattachment, the recruitment
and retention rates of primary care practitioners, and the focus group and interview data
collected for this study.
1. The time to act is now
Recruitment and retention of primary care practitioners is near a crisis point in the Lower
Columbia Region and will remain so in the coming years. Changes in the way primary care
operates, including both private fee-for-service practices and more flexible models of care, such
as CHCs, may help recruit new physicians to the region and retain those practicing longitudinal
primary care. The BC government appears to be supportive of communities wanting to
implement CHCs and communities must capitalize on this support.
2. Gaps in mental health care for adults and youth are found across the board
Gaps in mental health care was the most discussed need. Participants perceived that there was a
growing crisis of marginalized populations needing more mental health and substance misuse
services. All youth were highly affected by the lack of mental health services for their age group
and experienced the highest percentage of unattachment. Affordable and accessible mental
health services for those who are without extended health benefit coverage is a major gap that
has serious downstream consequences for families and communities.
3. The Lower Columbia Region has numerous health care assets, from primary care
practitioners and providers to community services
There are many health and wellbeing providers and practitioners doing great work, although
more boots on the ground are needed to serve the region’s population. Communities can
capitalize on the current assets and look to build efficiencies where possible. It was felt that
Lower Columbia Regional Needs and Assets Report – FINAL September 22nd, 2021
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CHCs could make collaboration and communication between providers more efficient, but they
should not take away from existing local primary care practices or community services in the
region.
4. The urgency of overcoming barriers to access should not take away from community
longitudinal care
Many in this study felt that a walk-in clinic would be a solution to unattachment and lengthy
wait times. While these centres do help both attached and unattached patients access timely
care, there was some discussion from the primary care group in this study that they are not
solving the attachment issue as they are not fully integrated into the health care system, and
they draw resources away from community longitudinal care. Recruiting more practitioners and
allied health providers in team-based care settings, such as the PCN or a future CHC with
urgent, same day appointment availability, would likely lead to better long-term outcomes for
patients.
5. There is a spirit of readiness in the community
Nearly all study participants strongly felt that a CHC could help facilitate collaboration, improve
communication between care providers, and make better use of the health and wellbeing
resources currently available. There was agreement that mental health services, primary care
practitioners, and social workers were the most important services to co-locate in a CHC.
Participants who took part in this study and the study reference group who support the creation
of a CHC must maintain strong ties to the community through proper communication, as
community advocacy is vital to gaining the Ministry of Health’s attention.
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Introduction
Strategic context
Access to primary care is an important social determinant of health. Being attached to a regular
primary care practice or to a practitioner (i.e., a family doctor or nurse practitioner) allows
people to receive continuous, comprehensive, and timely care. The Kootenay Boundary Division
of Family Practice (KBDiv) found through their 2019 Patient Experience Survey that when
compared to attached patients, unattached patients:
•
•
•
•

used the emergency department more often,
were more likely to report experiencing discrimination in health care services,
had lower self-reported health, and
had higher barriers to accessing health care

Data from the BC Ministry of Health reported in 2019
About the region:
that 83% of the population in the Trail Community
The Lower Columbia Region includes the
Health Area were attached to a primary care practice,
municipalities of Trail, Warfield, Rossland,
meaning that 17% were unattached, matching the
Fruitvale, Montrose and Regional District
provincial average [1, 2]. Children and youth under 18
Kootenay Boundary Electoral Areas A and B.
years of age had the highest percentage of
The region is home to approximately 20,000
unattachment, at 35%. Other data sources have
residents, three major employers (Teck Metals
reported lower rates of unattachment. For example,
Ltd., Interior Health Authority, School District
the Interior Health Authority collected attachment data
No. 20) and six primary care clinics. There are a
by asking “do you have a family doctor?” in their
wide range of community services and supports
emergency departments. At the regional hospital in
in the Lower Columbia Region (40+) that are
Trail (KBRH), 13.7% reported being unattached in
well documented [3].
2018-2019 with a decrease to 12.8% in 2021-2021. It is
important to note; however, that these are only the patients who visited the emergency
department that year. It is also noteworthy that the existing data from the Ministry of Health on
the attachment gap for the Lower Columbia Region is dated, collected in 2016/2017, and Health
Minister Hon. A. Dix himself acknowledged that “they’re estimates” [4].
According to the Kootenay Boundary Division of Family Practice (KBDiv), the Lower Columbia
Region is currently experiencing a shortage of primary care practitioners, which is likely the main
contributing factor to unattachment. From 2017 to August 2021, seven physicians have retired
or have left their family practice, and there are another seven to eight physicians anticipated to
retire or leave their practice within the next two to three years in the Lower Columbia Region
alone. While seven physicians and nurse practitioners have started working in family practice in
the region to date since 2017, some are working part-time. In addition, one of the seven
physicians has since left family practice for full-time hospitalist work, meaning the pre-existing
net attachment gap as reported on in 2016/2017 remains. There is an emerging pattern
provincially and in the Lower Columbia Region of fewer physicians working in community-based
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primary care as emergency department, locum, specialized practice, or hospital work can be
more attractive, which exacerbates the issue of unattachment and recruitment/retention in
existing clinics [2]. Adding to the attachment challenge, the population appears to be growing in
the Lower Columbia Region anecdotally, but this cannot be confirmed until new census data is
released in February 2022. Increases in average home values in the region [5] support the
suggestion that higher demand for home ownership is due in part to more people moving into
the area.
Community leaders, including the Lower Columbia Community Development Team Society –
Health and Hospital Committee (LCCDTS-HH), continue to hear stories from healthcare
providers and from the community that residents cannot find a primary care practitioner. These
stories, combined with the fragility of some of the region’s clinics due to recent and upcoming
retirement of primary care practitioners, has triggered community leaders and healthcare
providers to explore options in how to best structure primary care to become an attractive
workplace for new physician and nurse practitioner recruits, to make the best use of resources,
and to sustain high quality patient care.

Paradigm shift: addition of the Primary Care Network and community health
centres
In the past few years, the BC Ministry of Health has or is planning to support some changes to
the structure of primary care. The Primary Care Network (PCN) was implemented in the Lower
Columbia Region in 2019, supported by a partnership between the BC Ministry of Health, the
Interior Health Authority, and KBDiv. There are three clinics in the Lower Columbia Region that
form part of the PCN in Kootenay Boundary. The PCN differs from traditional physician-operated
practices as they aim to provide team-based care working with local community, Divisions of
Family Practice, and First Nations [4]. PCN clinics have additional healthcare providers working
alongside physicians and nurse practitioners in the same clinic, such as registered nurses, social
workers, and or physiotherapists, and the opportunity to connect patients to regional resources
such as Aboriginal Health Coordinators, registered dieticians, and respiratory therapists. One
primary goal of PCN set out by the Ministry of Health was to increase attachment through
funding and hiring additional providers in primary care [4]. For instance, patients who could be
seen by a registered nurse or social worker, depending on the reason for their visit, freeing up
time for the physician to see other patients. By freeing up the physician’s time, they can in
theory attach more patients to their panel. Data collected by the Kootenay Boundary Division of
Family Practice showed that the total number of attached patients has not changed since PCN
implementation.
Other recent changes to primary care funding includes new hours-based Group Contracts for
physicians who work together to provide community longitudinal care [6], New to Practice
Contracts, Health Authority run clinics call Urgent & Primary Care Centres, and some expansion
of community health centres (CHCs). The BC Ministry of Health announced plans to fund some
CHCs in the province. Health Minister Hon. A. Dix spoke in the June 17, 2021, Legislative
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Assembly that where communities “have expressed an interest [in building a CHC], we’re
supporting that” [4]. A community and primary care partnership are integral to the CHC model,
which is defined as “multi-sector health and healthcare organizations that deliver integrated,
people-centred services and programs that reflect the needs and priorities of the diverse
communities they serve. A Community Health Centre is any not-for-profit corporation or cooperative which adheres to all five of the following domains:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provides interprofessional primary care
Integrates services/programs in primary care, health promotion, and community wellbeing
Is community-governed and community-centred
Actively addresses the social determinants of health
Demonstrates commitment to health equity and social justice” [7]

A recent rapid synthesis of research evidence on CHCs found that CHCs increased patient
satisfaction in the delivery of care [8]. The synthesis also found CHCs increased patient
engagement with disease prevention and self-management, increased adherence to
recommended screenings, and helped address health equity issues. Lower Columbia community
leaders hypothesize that CHCs might better address social determinants of health and connect
patients to one of the many community services in the region. This connection can strengthen
primary care, as having providers screen for social determinants of health and provide lists of
community resources to their patients, can lead to an increase in patient connection to much
needed support services available in the community [9]. Examples of CHC service designs can be
found in Appendix A.
The 2020 research synthesis found that CHC had lower costs of care and provided cost savings
to the healthcare system [8]. Lower Columbia community leaders believe that the CHC model
may help with recruitment and retention of new practitioners in the Lower Columbia Region.
Research summarized in the rapid synthesis showed one study that found CHC staff reported
positive work environments and several studies reported that staff in a CHC shared similar
visions around activism, advocacy and health care equity that encouraged collaboration [8].
Other research also showed that the traditional fee-for service model of primary care in BC,
involving clinic ownership and management was not attractive to new physicians [2]. They were
more likely to choose to practice in a salaried team-based care model in which they can focus
on medicine and rather than clinic management, which is one essential component of a CHC.
Anecdotal evidence from KBDiv supports this, as clinics that have been most successful in
recruiting new practitioners to the Lower Columbia Region allow for job flexibility and salaried
models.
The benefits of a CHC in improving patient satisfaction, linking multidisciplinary primary care to
community services, and the potential to be an attractive model to new primary care
practitioners prompted the LCCDTS-HH and KBDiv to commission this study into whether a CHC
model would work in the Lower Columbia Region.
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Purpose
This study provided the first step in working towards establishing a CHC, by examining the
needs of patients, healthcare, and community organization service providers, as well as existing
assets, in terms of services, expertise, or space, that could contribute to a more holistic provision
of primary care in the Lower Columbia Region. The study aimed to determine:
•

•

•

The community needs and assets in terms of holistic health care, including what services
are available to address clients’ social determinants of health, whether these services are
accessible, and what services are missing in this area.
If or how the existing health services promote respect for diversity and support clients in
culturally safe ways relating to their overall health, including social, physical, and
emotional well-being.
If there is community interest in a CHC that could help with accessibility of services, what
types of services might be served best by co-location, and whether health service
providers are interested in potential co-location.

The outcomes of this study will inform key stakeholders on the benefits of linking community
services with primary care and what types of services are needed in the area and will help create
a system in which holistic or whole-person healthcare can be provided in the Lower Columbia
region.

Methods
The study scope of work and methodology were conceived by a reference group and a research
consultant from KBDiv. The reference group was comprised of primary care practitioners
(general practitioners (GPs) and nurse practitioners (NPs)), members of the KBDiv Board
(practitioners and community members), KBDiv staff (project manager, administrative support),
and members of the LCCDTS-HH.
Data was collected through focus groups and individual interviews, using semi-structured
questions based on five areas of inquiry: assets, needs, access, collaboration, and potential of
CHCs. A semi-structured format allowed for a rich discussion and for pertinent follow-up
questions to be addressed. Individual interviews were offered to accommodate all interested
participants who could not attend the focus group times. The focus groups were structured by
employment type, with separate groups for community organization service providers, health
care providers and practitioners, and for community employers or other stakeholders such as
the RCMP. While mixing group participants has advantages in terms of engagement, the
separate employment groupings allowed for a tailored conversation and made efficient use of
time and resources. It may have also allowed participants to feel more comfortable sharing their
opinions.
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The reference group provided the research consultant with a list of potential participants in the
Lower Columbia Region. Participant criteria included first-hand knowledge about the Lower
Columbia Region, its residents, and issues/problems related to accessing holistic provision of
primary care that better addresses the social determinants of health. Perspectives were sought
from community service providers, health care providers and practitioners, large employers in
the region, and key community stakeholders such as the RCMP and local government. Care was
taken to ensure that each community in the Lower Columbia Region was represented by at least
one individual. Over 100 potential participants were approached via email to take part in the
study.
Participant category
Local Government
Community
Organization Service
Providers
Employers/public
services
Primary care
practitioners
Primary care providers
& medical office
assistants
LCCDTS Health &
Hospital Committee

Examples from category (not
exhaustive)
Mayors and town councilors
Trail FAIR, CDS, COINS, Freedom
Quest, CBAL, Family Action
Network, Community Futures, etc.
Teck, SD20, Ferraro Foods, Red
Mountain, RCMP, Library staff,
daycares, etc.
GPs and NPs in primary care clinics

No.
invited
26
20

No. who
participated
3
6

19

3

11

3

Registered nurses, social workers,
pharmacists, dieticians,
physiotherapists, etc. who work in
primary care
A group of residents working to
ensure the sustainability of the
regional hospital

20

5

5

5

Five focus groups and nine individual interviews were completed. In total 26 individuals took
part, for a response rate of 24% (26/109).
The qualitative data were analyzed and themed based on the five areas of inquiry previously
mentioned. Within each theme, the dominant issues were grouped into categories, or groups of
similar responses, and are represented in bullet points. Categories included sub-categories,
where a comment was noteworthy or more specific than the overall category. Frequency counts
were completed (represented in parentheses) on the number of times a statement was made in
a focus group or interview that fit into a category. The number next to the sub-category refers
to the number of times such a comment was made and was included in the overall category
count. While the frequency count can indicate which statements were made most often, it is of
limited use in a focus group, as the statement might have been made only once but all members
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of the focus group felt the same way. Frequency counts are more effective when looking at
individual interview data alone. To mitigate this shortcoming, a second analysis using Venn
diagrams was conducted on relevant questions that examined whether the different groups of
participants had similar perspectives.
To determine if perspectives varied between different groups of participants, they were classified
by employment type into the following categories:
-

Community service organization
Primary care (practitioners, providers such as social workers, registered nurses, or other
therapists, and medical office assistants)
Community stakeholders (employers, RCMP, local government, LCCDTS-HH)

Findings
Five overarching themes emerged from the focus group and interview data. Each theme is
described with supporting quotes.
1. Assets that support different aspects of health include primary care clinics, urgent
hospital care, mental health services, and community service organizations
2. Health and wellbeing service gaps include adult and youth mental health, housing
supports, and too few primary care practitioners
3. Transportation and being unattached are barriers to accessing health care and to
wellbeing
4. Facilitating collaboration between community service organizations and primary care can
address gaps such as mental health needs
5. Co-locating primary care and community services with a central navigator could help
address gaps, access issues, and facilitate collaboration

Theme 1: Assets that support different aspects of health include primary care
clinics, urgent hospital care, mental health services, and community service
organizations
Participants were asked to describe what was working well in terms of provision of support for
all aspects of health and wellbeing. Primary care clinics, the regional hospital and emergency
department, and mental health services were the most frequently identified services that
supported health and wellbeing. Certain community service organizations were also often
mentioned.
Reponses were grouped into the following categories:
-

Primary care clinics in the region (10)
o NP at Waneta clinic (3)
Mental Health and Substance Use services (10)
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-

-

-

o Community mental health supports (3)
o Community nurse who provides service at MHSU (1)
Regional hospital and emergency department located in Lower Columbia Region (9)
o Access to specialists (2)
“I think we’re very lucky as a community of about
Foodbank (5)
8000 people or 20,000 in the outskirts, to have a
Career Development/Employment services
fully functional hospital. I’ve lived in different
(4)
places in KB, but having the local hospital brings in
Kiro (4)
talented health care workers...” [Community
o Outreach and needle exchange (2)
Stakeholder]
o Women’s health services (1)
PCN allied health staff (4)
Seniors’ programs (3)
o Better home program (1)
o Beaver Valley Seniors society (1)
“We have a number of support organizations in
Trail FAIR (3)
community - FAIR is fantastic and do a lot of
Teck’s yearly health checks and employee
support work with many patients...” [Primary Care]
family assistant program (2)
Transition house (2)
Community living services (2)
Advocacy centre (2)
Early years programming (2)
Recreation services like pools/outdoor space (2)
Home health services (2)
NP access at high school (2)
Hospice society (2)

The following assets were mentioned in one focus group or interview:
Housing supports
Crisis line
MCFD
Childcare sector
Youth Freedom Quest

Public health nurses
Ankors
Trail youth centre
Beaver Valley community centre
Private practice allied health
clinics

Axis
Churches
Trail Cultural Agency
Pharmacy

“The hospital, the clinics with a wide array of GPs, specialists, NPs, and support staff...The mental
health facility. A lot of food banks, churches, groups that work with those who are impoverished,
Career Development Services for vulnerable populations” [Community Stakeholder]
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Figure 1 below shows that all three groups of participants mentioned primary care clinics, urgent
care at the regional hospital, mental health and substance use (MHSU), and Kiro health services
among the Lower Columbia Region’s health care assets.

Figure 1. Most frequently mentioned assets by participant category
Respondents were also asked how existing health care services and/or community organizations
promoted respect for diversity and cultural safety. Five comments were made that the Lower
Columbia Region was not a very diverse community. Three respondents said that health care or
community service staff were respectful of diversity and clients’ cultural backgrounds. The
following lists examples of how diversity and cultural safety is promoted in the Lower Columbia:
-

Cultural safety training for staff
The settlement worker at CBAL
The navigator table
Gazebo space for smudging at Trail FAIR
Special guests at early years programs to educate children about other places and
cultures
West Kootenay Friends of Refugees volunteers

Interior health (IH) was mentioned several times in regards to promoting cultural safety,
particularly that the cultural safety training and the cultural cafés were popular among staff.
Other examples from IH included:
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-

The Aboriginal Health Coordinator, and
“Awareness is much higher than several years
her availability for consulting
ago on importance of cultural safe care, I’m
IH’s policy changes
unsure where it’s going and it needs to be
IH’s Inside Net resources on cultural
worked on a bit more but awareness is there.”
support
[Primary Care]
IH’s collaborative care template (includes
culturally relevant questions)
The regional hospital changed their chapel to now be known as spiritual services
The NP at Waneta who does LGBTQ2S+ and Trans care

Despite these examples, four comments were made that more awareness and education was
needed to promote diversity and cultural safety. One respondent commented that they were
unsure of where to access cultural safety and diversity training or resources.

Theme 2: Health and wellbeing service gaps include adult and youth mental
health, housing supports, and too few primary care practitioners
Several populations were identified as not having their needs met by the current state of health
care and community services providers in the region. These included vulnerable populations,
specifically:
-

Youth
Indigenous people
LGBTQ2S+ people
Those living in poverty
Homeless people
Those with addictions or substance
misuse
Children with learning disabilities
Seasonal workers

The most frequently mentioned gap in services
was for adult and youth mental health.
-

“The gap is counselling services. For adult
mental health we have group counselling but we
don’t do 1-on-1 counselling. Some need specific
support, like those with developmental
disabilities or autism...If somebody needs
counselling to deal with trauma, there is a big
gap, this affects their ability to become
employed. There is no access to trauma
informed counsellors.” [Community
Organization]

Adult mental health (13)
o No one-on-one affordable, in person, and consistent counselling (4)
o Lack of trauma informed counsellors (2)
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o
o
o

Lack of culturally safe counsellors
(1)
No OT services in mental health (1)
Lack of support for eating
disorders/weight management (1)

“Every year there is some mental health
challenges with the youth we employ, COVID19 amplified it. We, our HR director, searched it
out to see where we could get immediate
assistance, but it was hard to find anything.”
[Community Stakeholder]

While some of the sub-categories above also
apply to youth mental health, a lack of services
for youth mental health needs was specifically mentioned nine times.

Affordable and supportive housing was another gap that was mentioned six times. This
category included a lack of affordable housing, especially for families (2), and a lack of
supportive housing for those with addictions (2).
“The gap is vulnerable populations, those precariously housed, MHSU issues, living on the street.
There is not enough supportive housing or options at low cost, not enough wrap around service
like counselling, detox, outreach on daily basis, to try to engage people into buying into a
program.” [Community Stakeholder]

Substance misuse services was mentioned three times as a gap.
Other gaps relating to primary care included difficulty accessing available primary care and
community services. The most common gap was a lack of practitioners in the region.
-

-

Not enough GPs or NPs in the region (7)
o Vulnerable populations have the hardest time getting a primary care practitioner
(1)
Wait times for lab services (4)
“The biggest challenge is finding a
Home support for seniors (3)
doctor.” [Community Stakeholder]
Palliative care services (1)

The gaps around existing community services had to
do with collaboration between services and access to the services.
-

Collaboration between community services
needed (4)
Collaboration needed between community
services and primary care (2)
Wrap around services and outreach needed (3)

“Everything is disconnected, go to ANKORs to
help you with this, then go here for that, so to
get to all of these places becomes a barrier access to multiple services, can't afford a vehicle
so relying on public transport - which is a gap
because limited in this area but needed to
access service.” [Community Organization]
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-

Information needed on how to access community services, for both providers and
patients (3)

Figure 2 below shows that all three groups of participants commented on the gaps in adult and
youth mental health services. Adult and youth mental health were the only two gaps agreed
upon by all three groups.

Figure 2. Most frequently mentioned gaps or needs by participant category

Theme 3: Transportation and being unattached are barriers to accessing health
care and to wellbeing
Access was a major focus of all study conversations. Three categories rose from the access
conversation, including transportation as a barrier, difficulties accessing primary care without a
primary care practitioner (i.e., being unattached), and accessing a primary care practitioner in a
timely manner.
There was consensus among most of the groups/individuals interviewed that transportation
was a barrier to accessing health care; however, three individuals commented that there were no
issues with transportation.
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The main issues with transportation were:
-

Inadequate public transit/infrequent trips
(4)
Not enough parking (3)
Infrequent Handy Dart trips (1)

“Where ever [services are] located, there will still
be access issues. If downtown, people may live in
Rossland or outskirts of Trail and will still need to
get there through transportation.” [Community
Organization]

For those who cited transportation as a barrier,
there was disagreement about what location was most accessible. Transportation and location
came down to what population would be served best. For seniors, it was mentioned that the
Waneta Mall location was the most accessible location in the region as there was plenty of
parking and the building was wheelchair
“The mall is excellent for parking and access. If
accessible (9). For marginalized populations, it
they’re running behind at clinic you can go to
was mentioned that Downtown Trail was the
the grocery store. It’s central to Fruitvale. Barriers
most accessible location because this population
are the lab - parking is crappy, 90 yr. olds saying
walked and “wouldn’t spend their money on a
they had to trudge through snow...” [Primary
bus” (5).
Care]
Two people commented that marginalized
populations in Rossland also have difficulties accessing services in Trail, especially in winter. It
was important to participants to have some services, like primary care clinics, in local areas
outside of Trail. Two people also commented that people who are referred to Nelson for mental
health services have transportation barriers to attending these appointments.
Transportation barriers in the Lower Columbia region were currently being reduced in the
following ways:
-

Providing taxis or bus passes for local travel (1)
Providing shuttle service from Red Mountain/Rossland to Trail (1)
Offering phlebotomy services in Fruitvale
“Having a van to pick people up and transport
(1)
would be great.” [Community Organization]
The seniors bus service (1)
Offering telehealth appointments (1)

Suggestions of new ways to reduce transportation barriers included having a van pick people up
for their appointments and talking to the city about how to improve bus services out to Waneta
or making more parking available downtown Trail.
Issues around timely access for attached patients was the second category under theme 3. For
those attached to a primary care practitioner, some felt that access was good and they could see
their care provider in a timely manner (3) while many said timely access was poor as the wait
was 2-3 weeks out (5).
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COVID-19 was viewed as one reason timely access for in-person visits was worse (3). Physicians
were not offering as many in-person appointments to limit their potential exposure to COVID19 and to allow for increased cleaning. Two participants commented that seniors may not have
wanted to do telehealth appointments, potentially limiting their access. On the other hand, one
felt telehealth has improved timely access because physicians could potentially speak to more
patients with shorter telehealth appointments compared to in-person. Some felt people were
being pushed to access telehealth services like Babylon, as telehealth was more available and
access to local primary care was worse, during COVID (2).
The primary care group discussed how timely access has been helped by primary care clinics
keeping same day urgent appointment spots open (3) and by having PCN staff join the clinics
which has helped to free up GP/NP time (5).
To improve timely access, many agreed that extended hours would help, whether that was
longer opening hours during the week (3), keeping the clinics open over lunch (2), or on
weekends (5). Having clinics open on the weekends was seen by one respondent as a way to
reduce wait times at the emergency department. While extended hours were viewed favourably,
one person commented that the only way to make this happen would be to hire/recruit more
primary care practitioners.
The third category under the access theme was that being unattached negatively affected
people’s health and health care resources. Two participants commented that the need for more
primary care practitioners was strong with clinics receiving between 4-20 calls from people
seeking a primary care practitioner each day (2).
Participants suggested that people in the Lower Columbia Region are unattached because they:
-

Are new to the area (5)
o Are refugees (1)
Had their previous family physician retire (2)
Have complex care needs (1)
Are marginalized (1)
Have children (1)

Being unattached, or without a family GP/NP, affected health because:
-

People may not get important screening done or have access to their screening results
(2)
Marginalized populations have emergent health needs (e.g., wound care or a mental
health crisis) which are not addressed because they won’t wait at the emergency
department (1)
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-

People may not receive quality diagnoses if the emergency department physician
doesn’t know their history (1)

“Individuals at the shelter have immediate emerging health needs. Can’t get into a doctor. If I
need help looking at an open wound, I have to take people to ER. Ends with them leaving
because they won’t wait 8 hours - we need staff to take them up there. With the level of complex
needs, when they’re ready to seek health care it's not available. Most homeless have no GP or
haven’t been in for such a long time. A crisis happens and they can’t wait for 3 weeks.”
[Community Organization]

Unattachment also affects health care resources as people in the Lower Columbia Region
without primary care providers have to visit the emergency department to address their needs
(4). The lack of family doctors:
-

Creates long wait times in the emergency department (6-8hrs) (2)
People are pushed to telehealth services like Babylon or nursing line 811 (4)
People have to travel to Nelson or Castlegar to use their walk-in clinics (2)

The following suggestions were made to improve attachment and access to primary care:
Create a walk-in clinic, or other form of urgent noncritical same day service where both
unattached and attached people could receive same day care (6)
- Recruit more GPs and NPs (4)
“We need a walk-in clinic in Trail. It would be an
o Patients want more consistent
important development in terms of an access
and longitudinal care (1)
point in Trail. You could have people walk in for
- Hire more staff like social workers to
OAT or whatever they needed. I think the
handle forms/bureaucracy (2)
generation of doctors coming in would find it
- Have more clinics like Waneta (1)
attractive, so they don’t have to own a practice,
- Have primary care and other health
and would be easy to staff with doctors.”
services located under the same roof (1)
[Community Stakeholder]
While a walk-in clinic was viewed as a needed
resource in the region by the community organization and community stakeholder groups,
particularly for the transient population (e.g., seasonal workers and some marginalized people),
this was not raised by the primary care group. One primary care practitioner commented that
walk-in clinics or telehealth can dilute quality longitudinal primary care. There was some
discussion around what currently helps unattached patients access care, which included the NP
who will see unattached patients, clinics in Rossland who will help with minor injuries, Kiro for
women’s health needs and Teck’s short term supports for health checks and counselling.
-
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Theme 4: Facilitating collaboration between community service organization and
primary care can address gaps such as mental health needs
The gap that could be best addressed by better collaboration was mental health services.
Aspects of health that could be improved upon through better primary care and community
service collaboration are described below:
-

-

Mental health and counselling (3)
o Youth mental health, via NP and community organization collaboration (2)
All aspects of health would benefit (3)
o Referrals would allow patient/client to be seen by the appropriate care provider
(1)
o All aspects of development for children between 18 months and 5 years, as they
are not seen by a public health nurse during this period (1)
Signs of domestic abuse and proper referral (1)
Cancer care (1)

Participants revealed several ways collaboration was currently working:
-

-

-

PCN staff shared between 3 primary care clinics (6)
o PCN RN is familiar with community service organizations/providers (1)
o Aboriginal Health Coordinator (1)
o Now PCN clinics have a fee code for patient conferences (1)
o SW in PCN clinics is part of the navigation table (1)
NP at the high school 1 morning a week for students and staff (4)
o Waneta online clinic at the high school (1)
o SW at Freedom Quest refers to the NP (1)
Mental health disorder meetings each week between RCMP and community service
organizations (2)
Motherwise program when it’s happening, as funding permits (1)
Healthy aging program in Beaver Valley, a collaboration between home health,
pharmacy, advance care planning, & patient/family (1)
Settlement worker at CBAL (1)
Angel flights, community groups funding flights for patient health care out of the region
(1)
Sanctuary housing, funding for apartment stays for patients/families at KBRH (1)

To facilitate collaboration between primary care and community service organizations, or within
community service organizations themselves, three main categories emerged: Education/sharing
of knowledge, more resources/funding, and the development of a navigator role. One
participant commentated that it was essential that people “let go of power struggles.”
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-

Educate and share knowledge within and between community organizations and primary
care (13)
o Have primary care providers attend community service organization meetings,
like the poverty navigation table or violence against women committee, and have
community service providers attend primary care clinic monthly meetings or
KBDiv board meetings (4)
“The more you know about
o Foster relationship between NP and students (2)
something, the more you refer to
o Educate youth about health care and the
or ask a question.” [Community
right to privacy (1)
Organization]
o Educate employers about community service
organizations in the community (1)
o Disseminate information on community services through KBDiv channels (1)
o Share existing parent pamphlet with primary care practitioners, so they know
there are other mental health resources aside from child-youth mental health (1)
o Have lunch & learns about community services for employees at Teck (1)
o Educate medical community on the value of community service organizations (1)
o Create a website where target groups explain who they are and who can
collaborate with each other (1)
o Educate community services that they can fax information to a client’s GP if there
is a health concern (1)

-

“If it’s entrepreneurship or private business,
Create specialized navigator roles to facilitate
they reach out to us, like fitness or physio. If
collaboration (9)
it’s a government organization they don’t
o Create overarching structure about who
reach out - you need to look out for the
does what and how to make referrals (2)
services. It feels like everyone is so slammed
o More roles like the Aboriginal Health
now. Providers are so busy. The notion of
Coordinator (1)
them reaching out to increase their market
o Create RCMP outreach role for liaison
doesn’t make sense.” [Community
with mental health and addiction services
Stakeholder]
(1)
o Educate PCN staff about community
services so they can effectively refer - to free up GP’s time (2)
The navigator should be a SW who works in primary care clinics (1)
o Offer navigation training to those already working with community services to
avoid disruption with staff turnover (1)

-

Seek out more resources and funding to collaborate (7)
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o
o

o
o

People have no time to collaborate (1)
Services already have enough clients, it’s
“It would be nice to coordinate among
hard to take on more so why seek them
community groups, people who get funding,
out through referrals or sharing
and Interior Health, with a common goal
information (1)
and mission and people take on their area
The Provincial Government needs to sort
of responsibility.” [Community Stakeholder]
this out with physicians (1)
Easier to do in salaried primary care clinics, not fee-for-service (1)

Theme 5: Co-locating primary care and community services with a central
navigator could help address gaps, access issues, and facilitate collaboration
Participants were introduced to the concept of a community health centre after the
collaboration discussion. Focus group and interview participants were asked what they thought
of the CHC model for the Lower Columbia Region and if community service organizations
should be co-located with health care providers in a community health centre (CHC).
Nearly all participants agreed that a CHC was a good
“We should definitely co-locate services. It
idea, and the main reason was because it would
allows for relationship building for true teamallow for improved communication, operation, and
based care, helps with efficiency and trust in
better health outcomes for patients (6). Providers
services and that everybody does good work,
could work together to better serve clients. Another
for flow and access and to create a web - more
benefit was that a CHC could increase provider work
effective than silos for high quality care.”
satisfaction due to hallway conversations about
[Primary Care]
clients/patients and more provider-to-provider
interactions (2). Another benefit could be that primary care providers wouldn’t have to work out
of the CHC full time – they could do virtual appointments with an RN or SW present with the
client and still provide wrap around care (2), or simply do 1-2 in-person shifts per week (3). It
was felt by some that this model would attract new GP and NP recruits to the Lower Columbia
region (2).
Some participants did express concerns about a CHC. Concerns included:
-

-

The services included within the CHC and
how these were laid out. Some people might
not want to be seen accessing certain
services, like mental health counselling (2)
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, a
CHC might mean too many people in one
building (1)

“Hallway conversations can happen [if colocated], puts a face to a name and a different
way of being able to connect and communicate
with others, more informal connection.”
[Primary Care]
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-

-

The financial costs with creating a CHC are
“...having everyone in the same building would
too high (1)
improve communication and operation. A new
Outer areas of the region would not want to
building that offered a number of services
lose their primary care clinics for one large
would be excellent. A one stop shop would
CHC (1)
increase effectiveness.” [Community
A large enough space may be too hard to
Stakeholder]
find (2)
Not all family physicians would be ready for
this model (1)
A CHC would need a good board to oversee operations (1)
It would need to be welcoming for vulnerable and affluent people alike (1)

Navigation became a central category in theme 5. Some felt that a CHC housed in one building
wasn’t necessary if there was a navigator role for
“Capacity is a real issue - we will never have a
central communication and referrals from PCP to
place big enough to house all of these services
community services (5). Others felt that a navigator
but having someone to connect to others is key.”
was a key component of a CHC, and this could be
[Community Organization]
someone in the central reception or administration
hub (3).
When asked what services were the most important to be housed in a CHC, a navigator or
central administrator/reception was one of the most commonly mentioned role (8). The other
most requested grouping of services was primary care combined with social workers and
mental health services. The list below shows specifically the most commonly mentioned
services:
- Mental health services (9)
o Mental Health Substance Use (1)
- Social workers (6)
- Primary care practitioners (GP/NP) (5)
“It needs an administrative hub, secretary talent,
- Registered nurses (4)
booking, know all systems, do
o Home health nurse (1)
everything...technology and electronic
- Laboratory services (4)
communication are absolute key. It starts with
- Social health supports like FAIR (4)
hiring someone who is going to run this facility,
o Family Action Network (1)
need strong leader at the top, lots of programs
- PCN services (3)
and timing running at the same place to
- Housing supports (3)
organize.” [Community Stakeholder]
- Addiction supports (3)
- Physiotherapy (3)
- Diabetes care and education (3)
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-

Respiratory therapists (2)
Youth services/Freedom Quest (2)
Indigenous supports/COINS (2)

“Prioritize, doctors first then cascade. PT, RT,
dealing with diabetes care, chronically ill heart
failure patients, mobility issues...what is
convenient to collocate. Accommodate complex
care needs first.” [Community Stakeholder]

Some felt the CHC should focus on families (1),
on the community services organizations that
have the most clients/visits (1), on complex care
needs (1), or on whatever aspects of physical or mental health that need immediate attention
(1).
Other services that received one mention included:
CBAL
Neighbourhood house
Midwives
CDS
Food cupboard
Pharmacy
Occupational therapy
Orthopedics
X-ray
Dental services

Acupuncture
Dietician
Kiro services

Figure 3 below shows the most frequently mentioned services that should be housed in a CHC.
All three groups of participants identified mental health services, primary care practitioners, and
social workers should be co-located.

Figure 3. Most frequently mentioned CHC services needed by participant category
The location of a CHC in the Lower Columbia region did not reach consensus among study
participants. As with earlier findings around accessing primary care, there was a split between
the Waneta Mall (6) or Downtown Trail (4) as preferred locations. Regarding the Waneta Mall,
this was viewed as the best location for seniors due to the ample parking and building
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accessibility. Some felt that there might be more insight into how this location could work after
the COVID-19 vaccine clinic was operating in the mall. Others felt that to reach vulnerable
populations with mental health needs, then Downtown Trail was the best location as it would
best service walk-ins. One participant suggested that a CHC need not be one building, but could
be rather a courtyard of buildings within a couple of city blocks. Other suggestions for locations
included
- Next to KBRH
- A 3-level building owned by the United Church
- Memorial Centre space
- Old Middle School in Fruitvale
- Old city hall building or LeRoi building
in Rossland
In terms of which participant groups favoured
a downtown Trail or Waneta location, results
were mixed. Community organizations and the
RCMP strongly favoured Downtown Trail.
Other members of the community
stakeholders group favoured Waneta. Some
members of the primary care group favoured
downtown while some favored Waneta.

Discussion
This qualitative study into the needs and assets of the Lower Columbia Region revealed that
participants felt the region had high quality care from primary care practices and the regional
hospital, and they perceived that the many community services supported social determinants
of health. There was overwhelming agreement that a large gap was found in mental health
services for adults, particularly for marginalized and vulnerable adults, and for youth across the
board in the region. Participants also agreed on the populations in the region who are most
likely to not have had their needs met by current primary care and community organizations.
Youth and marginalized groups were frequently mentioned, such as those who were homeless,
living in poverty, and/or people who misuse substances. Indigenous populations were also
mentioned, although some felt that this has improved with the addition of the Aboriginal Health
Coordinator role in the PCN. It is important to note that the Kootenay Boundary Patient
Experience Survey (n=1598) found that a greater percentage Aboriginal respondents reported
experiencing discrimination (15%) compared with non-Aboriginal respondents (5%), and greater
difficulties accessing primary care when they needed it. This comparison supports the view from
some study participants that continued cultural safety training was needed in the region.
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The gap in mental health services could be
Spotlight – Collaboration in the Lower Columbia
addressed if better collaboration could occur
Region: Motherwise is a mental health support group
between community organizations and primary
for new moms. A local church donated the meeting
care, such as through links with Child and Youth
space, a MHSU counsellor facilitated the sessions,
Mental Health services, which employs
Trail FAIR helped with administrative tasks, child care,
psychologists to counsel youth. Mental health
and linking clients to the program, and KBDiv worked
and other health services could also be improved
with community actors on fundraising and advocacy
through primary care re-design, such as having
work to secure sustainable funding the groups.
more social workers in primary care clinics by
Community members may volunteer to facilitate
expanding the PCN or through a CHC. As
programs, help with fundraising for primary care
outlined in the report Thriving for All: Lower
Columbia Poverty Reduction Plan there are many
clinic equipment, write grants, or rent space within
community organizations in the Lower Columbia
the building to help with overhead and improve
Region, but it can be difficult to know where to
access to services.
go for what service [10]. As a result of the 2017
report, a poverty navigation table was
established, but a crucial connection to primary care remains missing. A CHC could help by
integrating primary care with some community services. This type of integrated primary care
would benefit patients in many ways, through better health outcomes and increased satisfaction
in the care they receive. Some CHCs have taken on social prescribing as a structured way to
integrate healthcare and social supports so primary care practitioners prescribe medications
along with “dance lessons, cooking classes, volunteer roles, caregiver supports, single-parent
groups, and connections to bereavement networks” [11]. Other supports include partnerships
that enable practitioners to provide patients with bus fare or child care services so they can
attend appointments, extending clinic hours or providing outreach to where people live and
work, and offering a culturally safe practice environment.
Health care navigation was a central theme identified in this study. The navigation function in a
CHC would be more than one person’s role, as team-based care between physicians, medical
office assistants, PCN staff, and community service providers can improve navigation. It would
also include components such as a central receptionist for the CHC and someone working to
connect patients with the appropriate service, whether in the service is in primary care setting or
community setting. Participants in this study agreed that having services co-located in a CHC
was important for efficiency and communication, such as allowing for informal hallway chats to
occur. But questions were raised about space and how many different services could fit in a
CHC. One way to overcome this was through the navigator role, as services could be housed off
site if still connected via a central navigator. Having space in a CHC for providers to use parttime could also alleviate some pressures on staff as they could work in more than one location,
like the CHC at certain times and private practice, hospital, or other CHCs at other times.
Allowing for variety of practice opportunities could also help with recruitment and retention of
practitioners. The central booking system would be essential to making this work. One concern
voiced in this study was that care needed to be taken when designing a CHC to ensure there
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was no stigma around accessing certain types of care, like mental health. An advantage of a CHC
is that by having a central reception, other people in the waiting room would not know what
service the person was accessing, thereby potentially reducing stigma around seeking treatment.
Research supports the importance of a navigator role in a CHC model, as incorporating a
navigator has been shown to improve patient experience in a CHC in addition to improving
relationships between patients and providers [8].
Another theme central in this study was issues around accessing primary care. The issue was
framed in many ways, but essentially came down to a lack of timely access to primary care. This
may be because many people are unattached and are left with little choice but to seek primary
care at the emergency department, or that if they are attached, they may face a long wait time
for an in-person appointment. Data collected by KBDiv showed that the average wait time for
attached patients across the Lower Columbia Region’s PCN clinics increased by 17% over the
past twelve months. The delay is likely due at least in part to COVID-19 protocols, but this
supports what this study found. There was a perceived shortage of primary care practitioners,
heavily stressed by community stakeholder and community organization. This was not
mentioned by the primary care group, with the exception of some saying that they were
receiving many calls a day from people looking for a family doctor – up to 20 calls a day
according to one study participant. Stories from KBDiv around a net attachment gap in the
Lower Columbia Region, where in-coming practitioners are often working part-time with a
smaller panel size of patients compared to full-time practitioners retiring, supports the shortage
even if attachment figures from the Ministry of Health or Interior Health show only between 1217% of the population are unattached. It was thought by one member of the study’s reference
group that the shortage of primary care practitioners was not stressed by the primary care
group, rather they focused on the benefit of adding more PCN staff, as trying to attach more
patients is the new normal for this group. They have been feeling the pressure for years with
little solution until PCN resources were added to some clinics. Over the next year or two, data
may reveal higher levels of unattachment, as new census data may show population growth in
the region with no change in GP or NP numbers, making these early conversations and studies
into primary care re-design even more crucial. A CHC can improve timely access because teambased care, like the collaboration between primary care practitioners, social workers, and
community organizations, can free up time for the practitioner to see more, and potentially
attach, more patients. If the population’s health needs are being cared for, this may also lead to
the person requiring fewer visits to the CHC, freeing up more time and resources. Research has
shown that CHCs provide more comprehensive and coordinated care, while using less
healthcare resources in the process [7]. A CHC model, with a greater focus on medicine and less
on clinic management, may also be more attractive to newly graduated physicians [2] and thus
could help KBDiv recruit to the Lower Columbia Region.
Many participants in this study in the community organization and community stakeholder
groups perceived that the issue around timely care could be solved by creating a walk-in urgent
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primary care centre in Trail. Some in the primary care group disagreed, including one participant
who expressed concern that a walk-in clinic would lead to fractured care. Note that the primary
care group was not specifically asked for their opinion on walk-in clinics, but these were the
points that arose naturally from the semi-structured focus group questions. The walk-in clinic
discussion came before the concept of the CHC was introduced to the group, and they may
have thought that a walk-in clinic was the only option to improve timely access. A CHC was
viewed by most as the preferred option for primary care re-design, but there were some who
felt certain populations did need same day walk-in urgent primary care, like the marginalized or
seasonal workers. A CHC could offer same day urgent appointments and other services for
unattached as well as attached patients. This option would allow for integrated and continuing
care should the patient need or want it, something that is difficult in a walk-in clinic setting.
The issue around access also included transportation barriers. The idea of best location for a
CHC was really divided between study participants. Emphasis was placed on Downtown Trail or
Waneta, as most study participants were from Trail. To focus on the biggest gap in services,
mental health needs for marginalized populations, an ideal location would be downtown Trail to
overcome transportation barriers for this population. The ideal scenario could be to have several
CHCs in the Lower Columbia Region, or perhaps a larger CHC in Trail and satellite CHCs in
Rossland and the Beaver Valley to serve these local populations. It is also important to note that
CHCs would not be the only type of primary care in the region. Some practitioners would still
prefer the traditional model of fee-for-service care. A combination of traditional clinics and the
CHC model in a few locations throughout the region would hopefully meet the needs of
patients and providers alike.
Limitations
This study describes the perceptions on health and wellbeing needs and assets in the Lower
Columbia Region and is limited to the perceptions of those who took part in the study. The
different groups of people who took part, such as those who work in primary care, community
organizations, and members of the community at large, allowed for greater generalizability of
responses.
Opportunities for further research
1. Look to other examples in region or rural BC for ideas on collaboration:
- Valley Community Service Centre in Creston
- The Rural Coordination Centre of BC has conducted a needs and assets study. Contact
for regional info
- Neighbourhood House in Trail is also conducting a feasibility study looking at colocation
of services to support families with young children
2. Include healthcare and community organization professionals in the design of the CHC
space.
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Conclusions and recommendations
Through the available data on unattachment and recruitment and retention of primary care
practitioners, existing literature, qualitative data gathered in this study, and through discussions
with the study reference group, five conclusions have emerged:
1. The time to act is now
Recruitment and retention of primary care practitioners is near a crisis point in the Lower
Columbia Region and will remain so in the coming years. This is evident to KBDiv members as
well as to patients, as unattachment was identified as a major barrier to accessing care in this
study. Changes in the way primary care operates, including both private fee-for-service practices
and more flexible models of care, such as CHCs, may help recruit new physicians to the region
and may help retain those already practicing longitudinal primary care. The BC government
appears to be supportive of communities wanting to implement CHCs and communities must
capitalize on this support.
2. Gaps in mental health care for adults and youth are found across the board
Gaps in mental health care was the most frequently mentioned need, by all three participant
groups in different areas of the Lower Columbia Region. It was apparent that a wide spectrum of
people needed better access to mental health care. Participants perceived that there was a
growing crisis of marginalized populations needing more mental health and substance misuse
services. All youth were affected by the lack of mental health services for their age group, and
they also experience the highest percentage of unattachment, indicating a potential area of
focus for a future CHC. Affordable and accessible mental health services for those who are
without extended health benefit coverage is a major gap that has serious downstream
consequences for families and communities.
3. The Lower Columbia Region has numerous health care assets, from primary care
practitioners and providers to community services
Participants revealed that primary care clinics, the regional hospital, mental health services, and
the number of community service organizations were community assets. There are many
providers and practitioners doing great work, although more boots on the ground are needed
to serve the region’s population. Communities can capitalize on the current assets and look to
build efficiencies where possible. It was felt that CHCs could make collaboration and
communication between providers more efficient, but it is not to take away from existing local
primary care practices or community services in the region. Building better team-based care in
the region through multiple CHCs could improve the ability of patients and providers alike when
navigating the health care system.
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4. The urgency of overcoming barriers to access should not take away from community
longitudinal care
Being unattached was perceived to be one of the most impactful barriers to accessing primary
care. Some participants in this study who were attached reported facing lengthy wait times to
see their family practitioner as another barrier. Many in this study felt that a walk-in clinic would
be a solution to this problem. Urgent primary care centres are fairly new to BC and aim to
improve attachment. While these centres do help both attached and unattached patients access
timely care, there was some discussion from the primary care group in this study that they are
not solving the attachment issue as they are not fully integrated into the health care system, and
they draw resources away from community longitudinal care. Recruiting more practitioners and
allied health providers in team-based care settings, such as the PCN or a future CHC with
urgent, same day appointment availability, would likely lead to better long-term outcomes for
patients. Advocacy should be focused on recruiting and retaining practitioners in community
longitudinal care.
5. There is a spirit of readiness in the community
When the concept of a CHC was introduced to study participants, nearly all strongly felt that a
CHC could help facilitate collaboration, improve communication between care providers, and
make better use of the health and wellbeing resources currently available. There was agreement
that mental health services, primary care practitioners, and social workers were the most
important services to co-locate in a CHC. Participants who took part in this study and the study
reference group who support the creation of a CHC must maintain strong ties to the community
through proper communication, as community advocacy is vital to gaining the Ministry of
Health’s attention. If the community is ready to act, the support for a CHC was voiced in this
study. The study participants were from a wide range of backgrounds and areas of expertise,
and there is support from KBDiv to move in this direction. A next step should be contacting the
region’s Member of the Legislative Assembly to advocate for CHCs in the region and then
contacting them about this again and again.
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Appendix A: Community Health Centre Service Design Examples
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Cool-Aid Society in Victoria is actually a housing society, and offers tenants full
community health and dental care services, employment and volunteer opportunities,
Pharmacy, and food/nutrition programs
STEPS in Kamloops offers a general family practice with support from a Registered
Nurse, Social Worker, Occupational Therapist, Respiratory Therapist, Dietitian and
Diabetes Educator, and has a specific team offering gender-affirming care for LGBTQ2S+
members
Yakima CHC has a Primary Care Team, Dental Care, Pharmacy, Home Visiting (Care
Coordinators, RNs, MSWs), Behavioral Health, Nutrition Services, Patient Navigators -Outreach / Enrollment, Street Outreach, Supportive Housing / Supportive Employment
Community organizations may be able to provide space for fitness classes, organize a
speaker for a community Senior group, support groups or organize a health program
following hospital discharge for Chronic Disease Management
Mental health challenges can be supported through promoting crisis hotlines and
inventory available community services, develop mental health screenings and
collaborate with schools on education seminars and at risk youth after-school
programming.
The role of Business has included investing time and money into health equity, such as
the Campbell Soup Initiative which worked with corner store owners to introduce healthy
foods, built vegetable/garden centres for children, offered 60-min of structured physical
activity a day, and worked with educators to bring nutrition classes to families in the
area.
The Southwestern Vermont Medical Center partnered with local governments on
projects like building biking and walking paths between two affordable housing
complexes to promote safe, active transportation and developed a small green space
into a community park with community gardening plots.
Examples of linking dental care services with primary care include Community Health
Center of Snohomish County (CHC) who offers a sliding fee discount for dental care at
their clinic, the scale is based on household income and family size for those without
insurance
For meeting the needs of indigenous populations, some communities have used “client
navigators” to coordinate care in a culturally sensitive manner. They also work with
primary care providers by offering workshop and training opportunities in traditional
healing models to better ensure indigenous traditional healing knowledge exchange and
contribute to indigenous human resource development. Diabetes has been addressed
through examples like the Northern Store program, an initiative to increase low-fat and
sugar free options in grocery stores, the Home Visit program to aid in health promotion
and diabetes education to interested families, as well as a school-based diabetes
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curriculum developed by a PhD student, local Oji-Cree teacher and elders from the
community.
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CommunityHealthCentresinBC 

TheB
 CAssociationofCommunityHealthCentres(CHCs)definesCHCas: 

Multi-sectorhealthandhealthcareorganizationsthatdeliverintegrated,
people-centredservicesandprogramsthatreflecttheneedsandprioritiesofthe
diversecommunitiestheyserve. 

CommunityHealthCentresarecreatedbynot-for-profitorganizationsand
co-operativesthatarecommittedtoprovidingcomprehensive,accessible,affordable,
andculturally-appropriateservicesthroughacollaborativeteamapproach. 

CHCsfocusonthehealthofthewholecommunity,preventinglong-termhealth
systemcosts.ThetruevalueofaCHCismuchgreaterthanthesumofitsparts.
https://bcachc.org 

TheCommunityHealthCentremodelproposedfortheLowerColumbia
Region: 

● IsanetworkofCHCsinseveralcommunities 
● Isultimatelyco-located&offersteam-basedprimarycare 
○ BuildsonthePrimaryCareNetwork 
○ Integratesabroadrangeofservices(e.g.mentalhealth,vision,dental,
pharmacy,casemanagers,socioeconomicsupports)intoprimarycare 
● Improvespatientattachment&accessibility 
● Isattractiveforrecruitment&betterpractitionerretention 
● Isnon-profitwithPractitioner+Communitygovernance,&community
ownership 
● Improvesconnectiontocommunityservicestobetteraddresssocial
determinantsofhealth&healthequity,likeaccesstofood,housing,
education,andemploymentsupports 

Thetimetoactisnow 
● Thereisadesirefromcommunityleaderstoengagemorefullywiththe
upstreamelementsofPrimaryCare 
● ArecentneedsandassetsstudyintheLowerColumbiaRegionfoundstrong
communitysupportforCHCs 
● NeighbouringDivisionsofFamilyPracticeare
pivotingtomulti-clinicmodels 
● Recruitmentandretentionofprimarycare
practitionersisnearacrisispointintheregion
andwillremainsointhecomingyears. 
● ThereispendingprovincialpolicyonCHCs.
TheBCgovernmentappearstobesupportive
ofcommunitieswantingtoimplementCHCs
andcommunitiesmustcapitalizeonthis
support. 

MINUTES

THE CORPORATION OF THE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
MINUTES OF REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING #12-21
Minutes of the regular meeting of the Council of the Village of Warfield, held Monday, December 13,
2021, at 1:00 p.m. In an electronic/video format in conformance with the Village of Warfield Procedure
Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1)
Present:

Mayor D. Langman
Councillor C. Yunkws
Councillor A. Parkinson
Councillor R. Masleck
Councillor J. Hill

Staff Present:

Jody-Lynn Cox, CAO/CO
David Perehudoff, CFO
Melissa McGee, Administrative Clerk II

Gallery:

Greg Richards
Rebecca Richards
Jacomen Van Tonder

Call to Order
Mayor Langman called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.
Moved/Seconded
For the regular Council meeting of the Village of Warfield to be held in an electronic/video format in
conformance with the Village of Warfield Procedure Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1), on
Monday, December 13, 2021 at 1:00 p.m.
CARRIED
2021-176
Adoption of Agenda
Moved/Seconded
THAT Agenda #12-21 be amended as presented.
CARRIED

2021-177

Delegation
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation – Rebecca Richards, Jacomien Van Tonder, and Greg Richards
Jacomien, Rebecca and Greg updated Council on the Lower Columbia Initiatives Quarterly Report outlining
projects, partnerships, and future planning. The projects include presentations at the Circular Economy
Club of Canada World Circular Economy Four and the World Circular Economy Forum for work done with
Metal Tech Alley.
Funding applications for Jobs and Growth Fund in Western Canada and Strategic Innovation Fund are in
process. LCIC updated Council on the Supply Chain Resiliency Project and Rural And Northern Immigration
Pilot. Updates were given on the completed Economic Impact Assessment Plan and work starting to
conduct an assessment between the Waneta Bridge/Border Crossing and the Paterson Boarder Crossing.

Regular Council Meeting
#12-21 MINUTES
For December 13, 2021
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Updates were given on the Trail IncrEDIBLE Farmer’s Market, Lower Columbia Community Health Centre,
and the Epic Day “Stay-cation” Campaign Contest. Additional updates were given on the Affordable
housing developments in the Region, Evening with David Suzuki event and the Venture Capital Pool.
Council discussed the Waneta Boarding Crossing, business support in the project and the overall success
of the summer and Christmas markets.
Committee of the Whole Report and Recommendations
Moved/Seconded
THAT: Council move into Committee of the whole meeting for the review of the Village of Warfield
Strategic Goals and Actions, Year 1: 2021 and Year 2: 2022
CARRIED

2021-178

Approval of the Minutes
a. Minutes of the Regular Council Meeting #11-21 Held November 8, 2021
Moved/Seconded
THAT the minutes of the Regular Council meeting #11-21 held November 8, 2021, be adopted as
presented.
CARRIED
2021-179
b. Minutes of the Special Meeting #06-21 Held November 18, 2021
Moved/Seconded
THAT the minutes of the Special Meeting #06-21 held November 18, 2021, be
received as presented.
CARRIED

2021-180

Consent Calendar
Correspondence Listing: Dated December 13, 2021
Moved/Seconded
THAT the Correspondence Listing dated December 13, 2021, be received, and attached to the
minutes for record.
CARRIED
2021-181
Motions and Submissions
2022 Council Meeting Schedule
Moved/Seconded
THAT: Council approve the 2022 Council Meeting Schedule as amended.
Mayor Langman identified one conflict with the Council Meeting Schedule.
CARRIED

2021-182

Referrals from Prior Meetings
Correspondence and Presentation from Erik Kalacis, Executive Director Community Futures Greater Trail
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Requesting Donation
Moved/Seconded
THAT: Council approve the donation of $850.00 requested to support the Greater Trail Economic
Resilience Plan.
CARRIED

2021-183

Correspondence

a. Email Correspondence from Erin Ryan, MSc, RPBio, Specialist, Research Communications
BC SPCA Offering Support in Reassessing the use of all Rodenticides in Warfield
Moved/Seconded
THAT the email correspondence from Erin Ryan dated December 2, 2021, offering support
in reassessing the use of all rodenticides in Warfield be received.
CARRIED

2021-184

b. Email Correspondence from the Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (LCIC) Requesting a Letter
of Support Regarding the Waneta Board Crossing Assessment
Moved/Seconded
THAT the email correspondence from the LCIC requesting a letter of support regarding the Waneta
Boarding Crossing Assessment be received and FUTHER THAT staff send a letter of support on
Council’s behalf.
CARRIED
Reports and Memoranda
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Action Items Status Report – December 2021
Pool Action Items Status Report – October
Flow Monitoring Status Report – September 1- 30, 2021
Trail and District Public Library 3rd Quarter Report – December 1, 2021
Warfield Bylaw Enforcement Report – November 18, 2021
Staff Report – CFO Report
Staff Report – Public Works Foreman
Moved/Seconded
THAT the following reports be received:
Action Items Status Report – December 2021
Pool action Items Status Report – October
Flow Monitoring Status Report – September 1 – 30, 2021
Trail and District Public Library 3rd Quarter Report – December 1, 2021
Warfield Bylaw Enforcement Report – November 18, 2021

2021-185

Regular Council Meeting
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Staff Report – CFO Report
Staff Report – Public Works Foreman
CARRIED

2021-186

Council discussed the common access card and requested further investigation. Council discussed the
pool action item list, hiring a contractor for major works, staffing difficulties, and incentive ideas for hiring
in 2022. Councillor Masleck inquired about the rail crossing the pool. CAO updated Council that there is
no contract and no plan to close the crossing. Discussions are in process with the Rail Master regarding
whose responsibility it is to repair the crossing.
Council and CFO Perehudoff discussed depreciation of capital assets, detailed asset inventory and
depreciation list creation and adjustments to the capital and operating funds.
CAO Cox clarified and discussed with council what the Age Friendly Commission is anticipating in the
coming year and how it hopes to operate. CAO Cox also discussed budgets, staff work load and how 2022
operating year looks like.
Financial Matters
Schedule of Accounts to December 9, 2021
Moved/Seconded
THAT the commitments and expenditures represented by the accounts payable listed below are
authorized and that their payment in the amount of four hundred twenty-seven thousand, six hundred
ninety-four dollars and ninety-nine cents be approved.
Accounts Payable Cheques #10674 - 10754
EFT Payments
Payroll #22, 23 & 24
TOTAL EXPENDITURE & PAYMENT APPROVED

$329,022.99
$47,956.46
$50,735.54
$427,694.99
CARRIED

2021-187

Council Reports and Inquiries
Moved/Seconded
THAT the following reports be received.
Mayor Report – Mayor Langman
Council Report- Councillor Hill
Council Report – Councillor Masleck
Motions to Report – Councillor Masleck Report
Moved/Seconded
THAT Council include funds in the 2022 Capital Budget to make a serious start on renewing the Forrest
Drive sewer lines, which seven years ago were deemed to be in either “fair” or “poor” condition,
depending on where the consultant looked.
CARRIED

2021-188

Regular Council Meeting
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Visitor Question Period
There were no members of the public in attendance.
Authority for Closed Session
Moved/Seconded
THAT: Council convene in closed session under authority of Community Charter Sections 90 (1)(c) Labour
relations or other employee relations; 90 (1)(g) Litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality;
and 90 (1)(i) the receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications
necessary for that purpose.
CARRIED

2021-189

Adjournment
On a motion by Councillor Masleck, the meeting adjourned at 2:41 p.m.
I hereby certify the foregoing minutes to be a true and correct account of the regular meeting #12-21 of
Council held on December 13, 2021.

_______________________________
Diane Langman
Mayor

___________________________________
Jody-Lynn Cox
Corporate Officer

THE CORPORATION OF THE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
Committee of the Whole Meeting #10-21
Minutes of the Committee of the Whole Meeting of the Village of Warfield, held Monday, December 13,
2021, at 1:00 p.m. In an electronic/video format in conformance with the Village of Warfield
Procedure Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1)
Present:

Mayor D. Langman
Councillor A. Parkinson
Councillor R. Masleck
Councillor J. Hill
Councillor C. Yunwks

Staff Present:

Jody-Lynn Cox, CFO/CO
David Perehudoff, CFO
Melissa McGee, Administrative Clerk II

Call to Order
Mayor Langman called the meeting to order at 1:25 p.m.
Council Resolution for Electronic Meeting
THAT the Council of the Village Warfield approve the electronic meetings to continue being held in conformance with the Village of Warfield Procedure Bylaw 847 as amended by Bylaw 904, Part 4.(1)
Agenda Approval
THAT the agenda for Committee of the Whole meeting for December 13, 2021, be adopted as
presented.
Village of Warfield Strategic Goals and Actions
a) Review of the Village of Warfield Strategic Goals and Actions, Year 1: 2021 and Year 2: 2022

Village of Warfield Appointments & Liaison/Portfolios
a) Review of the Village of Warfield Appointments and Liaison/Portfolios
Council Discussion
Staff, Mayor and Council discussed various key points of the Village of Warfield Strategic Goals and
Actions. Council discussed conversations with RDKB regarding sewer upgrades and flooding concerns.
Council discussed bylaw enforcement and where the main enforcement areas are in the Village. Staff
discussed plans for future capital budget session and budgeting processes.
Mayor Langman reviewed the Village of Warfield Appointments and Liaison/Portfolios with Council.
Council was invited to submit any changes to the list. Council discussed the plans for the Volunteer
dinner.
Rise and Report to Next Council Meeting
There were no items to rise and report to the next Council meeting.

COW 2021
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Adjournment
On a motion by Councillor Masleck, the meeting adjourned at 1:49 p.m.
I hereby certify the preceding to be a true and correct account of the Committee of the Whole meeting
#10-21 held by Council on December 13, 2021.

_______________________________
Diane Langman
Mayor

___________________________________
Jody-Lynn Cox
CO

REFERRALS FROM
PRIOR MEETINGS

Village of Warfield
Strategic Goals and Actions
Year 1: 2021
Strategic Goal

Action

Priority

Lead(s)

Target

Completion/Comments

Improving
Our
Infrastructure

Water:

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

4th Q/2021

Locations for in-takes are being
studied - on track
WTP plant assessment almost
complete - on track

Beaver Bend park and trail
remediation and
development

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

3rd Q/2021

Plan and RFP will be done by
Jan 31 '22 - work to start in
Spring

Wellington sewer lines and
culverts:

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

4th Q/2021

RDKB conversation

Burns Ave water/sewer
realignment

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

3rd Q/2021
Denied application. Will go to
(dependent on capital budget session
grant awards)

Pool - Prioritize COVID
recovery funds for:

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

2nd Q/2021

- Pre-design studies
- Intake and treatment
plant assessment

- Assess cost
- Pre-design study

- wi-fi
- re-opening Summer
2021

- operations
- upgrades for accessibility

#2

Trail Creek flood concerns:

#4

- Flood mitigation study

Completed wi-fi,
re-opened, operated
perfectly,
Accessibility upgrades
perhaps 2022

3rd Q/2021,
2022
Mayor,
Council

needs to be regional

- Approach RDKB and
neighbouring
communities for
collaboration/coordinati
on
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4th Q/2021

Advocacy needed and
discussions with RDKB

Strategic Goal

Action

Priority

Building
Strong Asset
Management
Practices

Phase 2

Governance
Excellence

Lead(s)

Target

Completion/Comments

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/PW
staff

4th Q/2021

Underway, LandInfo Tech
continuing work

Continue to address
infrastructure investment
gap through sound asset
management practices

#1

Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff, Infra.
Advisory
Committee

Ongoing

Ongoing; Early stages;
identification and prioritizing,
risk assessment
2022 budget sessions will be
more involved in Cap. Asset
Mngt planning.

Update Active
Transportation Plan

#2

CAO/CFO,
4th Q/2021
Contract/ Staff

Beaver Bend Trail will be
updated in the ATP 2022

Bylaws and Policies -

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/Staff

4th Q/2021

Zoning Bylaw complete.
New Bylaw staff will have
recommendations for
enforcement and priority will
be the Fees & Fine structure
and maybe a couple other
bylaws.

Use Committee of the
Whole as needed

#1

Mayor,
Council

Ongoing

Council to engage more
when needing discussion

Staff to provide timely
budget process and timely
periodic financial reporting
at the Council table on
budgets and financial
position

#1

CAO/CFO,
Staff

Ongoing

The addition of CFO will
help with this in 2022

Staff reports/updates:

#1

CAO/CFO,
Staff

Ongoing

Staff Completed this
throughout 2021. The
reporting needs to be
focused on what happens for
the strategic priorities, not
all operations need to be
divulged. In 2022 going
forward Council also to have
reports to staff on their
committees, initiatives, and
projects every meeting.

- GIS mapping
- replacement costs

-

Initial review
Identify updates
List and prioritize
Bylaw mediation in place
Share new policies
publicly to encourage
civic understanding and
participation

- Every council agenda
- Reference strategic
goals, priorities, vision

- Projects and resolutions
status report
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Strategic Goal

Teamwork
Excellence

Action

Priority

Lead(s)

Target

Completion/Comments

Succession planning for all
staff; evaluate and structure
management positions

#1

CAO/CFO,
4th Q/2021
Contract/ Staff

Underway
Council succession planning as
well in 2022

Council-to-staff/ Councilto-Council constructive
chats:

#2

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff

1st Q/2021

Ongoing

#3

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff

3rd Q/2021

Council need to focus
strategic priorities and not
have too many committees
to overwhelm staff

Advocate to the Province of
BC for a serious carbon
pricing regime and
substantive building retrofit programs

#1

Mayor,
Council

3rd Q/2021

UBCM convention advocacy
meetings

Reliably collaborate and
partner in strategic efforts

#2

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO

1st Q/2021

Ongoing

Council to build/maintain
relationships:

#3

Mayor,
Council

3rd Q/2021

Ongoing

#4

Policy
Committee

1st Q/2021

Ongoing; implementation
target 2025 or sooner

- At least quarterly
- Teamwork/well-being
check-in

Review key Committees

- Consult with existing
committee members for
needs

- Identify and prioritize
Strategic
Advocacy and
Collaborative
Relationships

- provincially and federally
- attendance at
UBCM/FCM for advocacy
purposes
Develop plan/policies
addressing systemic racism
and reconciliation:

- training and education
for staff and council

- engage with local
Indigenous groups.
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Village of Warfield
Strategic Goals and Actions
Year 2: 2022
The following Goals and Actions are to be reviewed by Staff and Council in 4th Quarter 2021 for
further planning, specificity, and target dates.
Strategic Goal

Action Item

Improving our
Infrastructure

Forrest Drive sewer lift:

Building
Strong Asset
Management
Practices

Governance
Excellence

Priority

Lead(s)

Target

Viability/time-line

#2
#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/P
W staff

3rd Q/2022

- Upgrades

Jan 2022 budget talks
for capital budgeting

Implementation - Active
Transportation Plan

#2
NA

CAO/CFO,
Staff

4th Q/2022

Not priority – PW can
try to maintain trails
and CKISS to help
with invasive plants

Funding and financing
strategy - water

#1

CAO/CFO,
Staff

1st Q/2022

In-take and WTP will
be brought to council
to review and decide
how to proceed.

Comprehensive drainage
plan

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/P
W Staff

2nd Q/2022

Beaver Bend storm
will be looked at

Funding for current sewer
and storm infrastructure replacement

#3

CAO/CFO,
Contract/P
W Staff

4th Q/2022

2022 Budget
discussions

Implement management
restructuring

#1

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO

1st Q/2022

CFO hired, definite
improvement in
CAO/CO time
constraints

Implement internal and
external communications
and engagement policies
and strategies, including
timelines and detailed
responsibilities of Mayor,
Council, and staff.

#2

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Policy
Committee

2nd Q/2022

Underway but needs to
be discussed and
improved.

Implementing a detailed
continuing education and
training policy for Mayor,
Council, and staff, with
yearly priorities

#3

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO

Policy: 2nd
Q/2022;
Implementa
tion: 2023

Training courses were
hard to attain for staff.
2022 will be better,
but time constraints
are big
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Strategic Goal

Action Item
Fund and implement a
credible and consistent
bylaw enforcement
program:

Priority
#4

Lead(s)

Target

Viability/time-line

CAO/CFO,
Staff

1st Q/2022

Conpleted and
Implemented Bylaw
Services Agreement
with Rossland

- Develop collaboratively
with other regional
small communities
Teamwork
Excellence

TBD if needed

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff

Strategic
Advocacy and
Collaborative
Relationships

TBD if needed

Mayor,
Council
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Village of Warfield
Strategic Goals and Actions
Year 3: 2023
The following Goals and Actions are to be reviewed by Staff and Council in 4th Quarter 2022 for
further planning, specificity, and target dates.
Strategic Goal

Action Item

Lead(s)

Target

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

2nd Q/2023

Repair/replace/install
flood-related
infrastructure at Trail
Creek (road, culverts,
bridges) - Years 3-5

#3

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

4th Q/2023
or later

Pool - TBD

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

High level long-term
servicing plan, including
water, sewer, and
drainage systems

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

3rd Q/2023

Budget planning
starting in 2022

CAO/CFO,
staff

4th Q/2023

Budget planning
starting in 2022

CAO/CFO,
contract
staff

3rd Q/2023

Budget planning
starting in 2022

Subdivision and
Servicing Bylaw

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

4th Q/2023

Budget planning
starting in 2022

TBD

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff

Improving Our Water - tender
Infrastructure documents, tendering

Building
Strong Asset
Management
Practices

Priority

Long term financial plan
for capital replacement
costs
Governance
Excellence

Teamwork
Excellence

Service Delivery Review
and funding model

#1
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Completion/Comme
nts

RDKB discussions
could bring this to
2022

2022 spring
assessment and
COVID restart $
may have the pool
tended to before
2023

Strategic Goal

Action Item

Priority

Lead(s)

Target

Strategic
Advocacy and
Collaborative
Relationships

Leverage the efforts of
the Warfield Food Action
Committee to improve
access, affordability and
availability of food
within the community

#4

Mayor,
Council

4th Q/2023

Amalgamation

#3

Mayor,
Council

4th Q/2023

- New council to
review/evaluate
history and discuss, if
desired
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Completion/Comme
nts

Village of Warfield
Future Strategic Goals and Actions
Years 4-5: 2024-2025
The following Goals and Actions, along with all above Strategic Priorities, Goals, and Actions are to be
reviewed by Staff and Council in 4th Quarter 2023 as part of a comprehensive Strategic Planning
process.
Strategic Goal

Action

Improving Our
Infrastructure

Water infrastructure intake, upgrades to plant

Building Strong
Asset
Management
Practices

Asset management
planning:

Priority

Lead(s)

Target

#1

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

4th Q/2025

#2

CAO/CFO,
Contract/
PW staff

#1

CAO/CFO,
staff

#3

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
staff

- move into a funding

Comments

model

- long term financial
plans for operations
and capital
replacement projects
Governance
Excellence

Develop a suite of
financial policies:

- Reserve policy
- Equipment
replacement policy

- Infrastructure Reserve
Policy

- Long Term Financial
Plan
Consistent, clear progress
on Food Security and
100% Renewable pledges
Teamwork
Excellence

TBD

Mayor,
Council,
CAO/CFO,
Staff
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Budget and
plan starting in
2022

REPORTS AND
MEMORANDA

ACTION ITEMS STATUS REPORT
AS OF 2022 01

Origin
Council January 5, 2019

Topic
Signs for AL Way and Fortis Right of
Way

Action Required
Obtain signs for AL Way and the Fortis Right
of Way stating, “No unauthorized vehiclesbicycles and pedestrians only”.

Responsibility

CAO/STAFF

Status
OH – Need better
plan of action for
entire property.

UPDATE: We have not been able to get
information on the Right of Way property.
We are looking still looking into this.
Council February 18, 2020

IP

Grant application in development

CAO

C

COW January 13, 2020

Common Access Card

Support with reduced Pool fees for holders

CAO / CFO

OH awaiting
grant application
info and approval
(expected 2021
implementation)

Council December 11, 2020

Renewable Energy Plan

CO/CFO and staff

IP

Council April 12, 2021

LED Streetlights

THAT Council adopted the West Kootenay
100% Renewable Energy Plan as a priority;
AND FURTHER THAT staff prepare a report
outlining tangible opportunities to integrate
this plan into strategic planning, bylaw
updates and the IOCP and provide a report
on policy recommendations to the Policy
Committee by March 2021.
Contact Fortis to discuss remaining lights
that need to be changed to LED.

Staff

OH

Council July 12, 2021

Replacement planting of trees after
falling

Staff to hire a consultant to recommend a
tree plan for the planting of replacement
trees throughout the Village

CAO/
Dana

IP

ND – not done/abandoned
IP – in progress
C – completed
OH – on hold
"W:\Council\Council 2022\Action Items Status Reports\(01) Action Items Status Report – Januaryr 2022.docx"

ACTION ITEMS STATUS REPORT
AS OF 2022 01
Council November 8, 2021

Tree Replacement List

Council August 9, 2021

Ready council chambers for
transition to in person/ electronic
meetings

Council November 8, 2021

Volunteer Dinner

Council November 8, 2021

Dickens Park Disc Golf Course

Staff provide Council with a list of
replacement trees by March 31, 2022

Staff

IP

Review budget for consultant

Staff

IP

Staff to research and implement the
changes and equipment purchases needed
in Council Chambers to allow for in
person/electronic meetings.
Council to organize and let staff know the
plans for the Volunteer dinner

Staff

IP

Council

C

Staff to apply for grant before the January
14 deadline

Staff/ YAN
Coordinators

IP

ND – not done/abandoned
IP – in progress
C – completed
OH – on hold
"W:\Council\Council 2022\Action Items Status Reports\(01) Action Items Status Report – Januaryr 2022.docx"

TOTAL TO DATE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
TO THE END OF AUGUST 2021

Reyional District of
Kootenay Boundary

23

NUMBER OF PERMITS TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE:

$7,569

$439

TOTAL SEARCHES TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE (MINUS SEARCH FEES):

$7,130

2021 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$849,838

2020 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$1,692,450

13

2020 TOTAL PERMITS TO DATE:

#

UNITS

ACTUAL PERMIT VALUE

NEW(SFD) $1,960

1

1

$235,000

NEW(MFD) $0

0

0

$0

NEW (MANUFACTURED) $0

0

0

$0

ADDITION / ALTER / REPAIR $4,205

14

0

$469,431

ACCESSORY BUILDING $216
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $328

2
3

0
0

$27,000

COMMERCIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $810

0
2

0
0

$0
$80,000

INDUSTRIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

INSTITUTIONAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

PERMIT FEE

DEMOLITION

$50

TOTAL $7,569

$37,407

$1,000

23

$849,838

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
AUGUST 2021

Regional Districl of

Kootenay Boundary All Building Permit Types

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0381W

902 Thackeray Street

21-0408W

3 Schofield Highway

21-0467W

720 Shakespeare Street

$55
$290
$75

$11

$5,400

$170

$15,000

$11

$8,000

Total Permit Fee $420
Total Title Search Fee $ 192
Total Construction Value $28,400
Total Permit # 3

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
Regional District of

AUGUST 2021

Kootenay Boundary Addition / Alteration / Repair Residential

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0381W 902 Thackeray Street $55 $11 $5,400
21-0467W 720 Shakespeare Street $75 $11 $8,000

Total Permit Fee $130
Total Title Search Fee $22
Total Construction Value $13,400
Total Permit # 2

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
•^ona, o^™ AUGUST 2021
Kootenay Boundary Addition / Alteration / Repair Commercial

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0408W 3 Schofield Highway $290 $170 $15,000

Total Permit Fee $290
Total Title Search Fee $170
Total Construction Value $15,000
Total Permit # 1

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

p^

August 5,2021

PERMIT NUMBER

PRBD20210381W

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
PURSUANT TO THE APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

Chad Ackles and Melissa Maynard 902 Thackeray Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2C2
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH CONSENT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRANTED

Addition SFD

PERMIT TO:

902 Thackeray Street

AT:

FOLIO: 58800210000

PID 015541771, LOT 13 Block 17 D.L. 4597 K.D. PLAN 1939
OWNER:

Chad Ackles and Melissa Maynard 902 Thackeray Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2C2

CONTRACTOR:
PARTICULARS ? PERfM IS ISSUED SUBJECTTO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUIREMENTSI

All work to conform to the current B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;
Minimum setbacks: front 6m interior side 1.5m and rear 3m;

Maximum height: 10m from average grade;
Property pins to be identifiable and marked prior to the setback or footing inspection;
See notes on plans;

All debris must be cleared from site prior to the final inspection;

CALL FOR AN INSPECTION ON EACH STAGE: SETBACK / SITING, FRAMING AND FINAL;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN.BOOKING AN INSPECTION;
Submit all roofjoist and beam specification sheets for timber wood products prior to the framing inspection.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE

CONSTRUCTION VALUE

FEES

ORIGINAL AMOUNT

$5,400.00

AMOUNT OWING

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$44.00

Title Search Fee

$11.00

TOTAL

$55.00

[^

DATE PAID
',}

.\ Z
't^
'"

WAIVER OF INDEMITY

In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and thosa acting on behalf of the Village of Warfisld from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village of Warfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)

indemnifies the Village of Warfjeld from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village of Warfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner's Signature

.rian Zanussi

Iding Inspector

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

PERMIT NUMBER

P^d

August 5,2021

PRBD20210408W

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
PURSUAHTTO THE APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

444184 B.C. Ltd. 3 Schofield Highway, Trail, B.C. V1R 2J9
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTINGWFTH CONSENT OF THE OVWER IS HEREBY GRAflTED

PERMITTO: Addition Commercial
AT:

FOLIO: 58800452000

3 Schofield Highway
PID 00915921515, LOT A D.L 4597 K.D. PLAN 5623

OWNER:

444184 B.C. Ltd. 3 Schofield Highway, Trail, B.C. V1R 2J9

CONTRACTOR: Tancorre Construction 242 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1 R 3M7
PARTICULARS 7 PERMIT IS ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUlREMEm-SI

All work to conform to the current B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;
Construction as per Development Permit approval dated July 12, 2021;

CALL FOR A FINAL INSPECTION ONCE ALL WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORIGINAL AMOUNT

FEES

$15,000.00

AMOUNT OWING

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$120.00

Title Search Document Fee

$170.00

TOTAL

$290.00

DATE PAID
WAIVER OF INDEMFTY
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforeement of the Village ofWarfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)

indemnifies the Village ofWarfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village ofWarfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner's Signature

Kevin Santori
Building Inspector

"PERMffNUMBER

f^

"DATE PERMIT GRANTED

August 24, 2021

PRBD20210467W

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
PURSUANT TO THE APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

Cindy Abenante 720 Shakespeare Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2B4
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH CONSENT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRANTED

PERMIT TO: Repair Retaining Wall
FOLIO: 58800065000

720 Shakespeare Street

AT:

PID 011949821, Lot 11 Block 7 D.L. 4597 K.D. Plan 1939
OWNER: Cindy Abenante 720 Shakespeare Street, Trail, B.C. V1 R 2B4
CONTRACTOR: Pols Contracting PO Box 2140 VOG 1YO
PARTICULARS •? PERMIT IS ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUIREMENTSI

All work to conform to the current B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;

CALL FOR A FINAL INSPECTION ONCE ALL WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION;
Section 11.3 letter (from the Municipal Building Bylaw) forms part of this permit;
All field inspection reports by the registered professional(s) of record to be submitted to the building official prior to the final inspection;
Schedule(s) C-B to be submitted from the registered professional(s) engaged in construction prior to the final inspection.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE
FEES

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORIGINAL AMOUNT

$8,000.00

AMOUNT OWING

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$64.00

Title Search Fee

$11.00

TOTAL

$75.00

DATE PAID
WAIVER OF INDEMIT/
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village ofWarfieid Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)
indemnifies the Village of Warfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village of Warfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner or Representative Signature

Kevin Santori
Building Inspector

MUNICIPALITY

TOTAL TO DATE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
TO THE END OF SEPTEMBER 2021

Reciional District of
Kootenay Boundary

NUMBER OF PERMITS TO DATE:

24

PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE:

$7,633

TOTAL SEARCHES TO DATE:

$439

PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE (MINUS SEARCH FEES):

$7,194

2021 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$857,838

2020 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$2,012,450

2020 TOTAL PERMITS TO DATE:

16

PERMIT FEE

#

UNITS

ACTUAL PERMIT VALUE

NEW(SFD) $1,960

1

1

$235,000

NEW(MFD)

$0

0

0

$0

NEW (MANUFACTURED) $0

0

0

$0

ADDITION / ALTER / REPAIR $4,269

15

0

$477,431

ACCESSORY BUILDING $216
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $328

2
3

0
0

$27,000
$37,407

COMMERCIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $810

0
2

0
0

$0
$80,000

INDUSTRIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

INSTITUTIONAL $0
ADDITION / ALTER / REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

DEMOLITION $50

TOTAL $7,633

$1,000

24

$857,838

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
^^o^~, SEPTEMBER 2021
Kootenay Boundary All Building Permit Types

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0505W 720 Shakespeare Street $64 $8,000

Total Permit Fee $64
Total Title Search Fee $0
Total Construction Value $8,000
Total Permit # 1

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
•^onaiDi^™ SEPTEMBER 2021
Kootenay Boundary Addition / Alteration / Repair Residential

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0505W 720 Shakespeare Street $64 $8,000

Total Permit Fee $64
Total Title Search Fee $0
Total Construction Value $8,000
Total Permit # 1

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

PERMIT NUMBER

p^

September 24, 2021

PRBD20210505W

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
PURSUAMTTO THE APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

Andrew Van Vliet 975 Thackeray Street, Trail, B.C. V1 R 2C3
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH COMSENT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRANTED

PERMIT TO: Repair SFD
720 Shakespeare Street

AT:

FOLIO: 58800223000

PID 015540154, Lot 3 Block 18 D.L. 4597 K.D, Plan 1939
OWNER: Andrew Van Vliet 975 Thackeray Street, Trail, B.C. V1 R 2C3
CONTRACTOR:
PARTICULARS ? PERMIT IS ISSUED SUBJECTTO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUIREMENTSI

All work to conform to the 2018 B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;

CALL FOR A FINAL INSPECTION ONCE ALL WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORl6lNAL/'A/MOUNT

FEES

$8,000.00

AMOUNT OWING

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$64.00

TOTAL

$64.00

3^ o^/o?/

DATE PAID

'%A[VER4? INDEMITf
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned mgy have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village of Warfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)
indemnifies the Village of Warfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges thai the Village of Warfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner or Authorized Representative Signature

Kevin Santori
Building Inspector

TOTAL TO DATE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
TO THE END OF OCTOBER 2021

Regional District of
Kootenay Boundary

25

NUMBER OF PERMITS TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE:

$7,752

$450

TOTAL SEARCHES TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE (MINUS SEARCH FEES):

$7,302

2021 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$871,290

2020 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$2,067,450

2020 TOTAL PERMITS TO DATE:

19

#

UNITS

ACTUAL PERMIT VALUE

NEW(SFD) $1,960

1

1

$235,000

NEW(MFD) $0

0

0

$0

NEW (MANUFACTURED) $0

0

0

$0

ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $4,388

16

0

$490,883

ACCESSORY BUILDING $216
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $328

2
3

0
0

$27,000

COMMERCIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $810

0
2

0
0

$0
$80,000

INDUSTRIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

INSTITUTIONAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

PERMIT FEE

DEMOLITION

$50

TOTAL $7,752

$37,407

$1,000

25

$871,290

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
•^onaiD,^™ OCTOBER 2021
Kootenay Boundary Addition / Alteration / Repair Residential

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0544W 810 Jerome Street $119 $11 $13,452

Total Permit Fee $119
Total Title Search Fee $1 1
Total Construction Value $13,452
Total Permit # 1

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

PERMIT NUMBER

p^

October 29, 2021

PRBD20210544W

Ucaicnn! Dialiictof

KoaU^/Buun.Jliiy

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
David Mitchell + Francine Mitchell 810 Jerome Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2A9
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH CONSENT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRANTED

PERMIT TO: Exterior Finishing SFD
810 Jerome Street

AT:

FOLIO: 58800191000

PID 012100714, Lot4 Block 15 D.L. 639 K.D. Plan 1939
OWNER: David Mitchell + Francine Mitchell 810 Jerome Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2A9
CONTRACTOR: West Kootenay Stucco & Stone 3982 Woodland Drive, Trail, B.C. V1 R 2V8
PARTICULARS 7 PERMIT IS ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWlMG SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS)

All work to conform to the 2018 B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;

CALL FOR A FINAL INSPECTION ONCE ALL WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE
FEES

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORIGINAL AMOUNT

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$13,452.00

AMOUNT OWING
$108.00

Title Search Fee

$11.00

TOTAL

$119.00

DATE PAID

^^
^•'

WAIVER OF INDEMITY
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village of Warfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)
indemnifies the Village ofWarfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village ofWarfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner or Authorized Representative Signature

Kevin Santori
Building Inspector

TOTAL TO DATE VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
TO THE END OF NOVEMBER 2021

Regional DJsLricl of
Kootenay Boundary

27

NUMBER OF PERMITS TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE:

$9,097

$461

TOTAL SEARCHES TO DATE:
PERMIT FEE VALUE TO DATE (MINUS SEARCH FEES):

$8,636

2021 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$1,034,290

2020 ACTUAL BUILDING VALUE TO DATE:

$2,071,450

2020 TOTAL PERMITS TO DATE:

20

PERMIT FEE

#

UNITS

ACTUAL PERMIT VALUE

NEW(SFD) $1,960

1

1

$235,000

NEW(MFD) $0

0

0

$0

NEW (MANUFACTURED) $0

0

0

$0

ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $5,733

18

0

$653,883

ACCESSORY BUILDING $216
ADDITION / ALTER / REPAIR $328

2
3

0
0

$27,000

COMMERCIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $810

0
2

0
0

$0
$80,000

INDUSTRIAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

INSTITUTIONAL $0
ADDITION/ALTER/REPAIR $0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

DEMOLITION

$50

TOTAL $9,097

$37,407

$1,000

27

$1,034,290

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
Regional District of

NOVEMBER 2021

Kootenay Boundary All Building Permit Types

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0436W 250 Currie Street $481 $11 $55,000
21-0545W 655 Tennyson Avenue $864 $108,000

Total Permit Fee $1,345
Total Title Search Fee $1 1
Total Construction Value $163,000
Total Permit # 2

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
Regional Districl of

NOVEMBER 2021

Kootenay Boundary Addition / Alteration / Repair Residential

PERMIT # ADDRESS PERMIT FEE TITLE SEARCH CONSTRUCTION VALUE
21-0436W 250 Currie Street $481 $11 $55,000
21-0545W 655 Tennyson Avenue $864 $108,000

Total Permit Fee $1,345
Total Title Search Fee $11
Total Construction Value $163,000
Total Permit # 2

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

PERMIT NUMBER

fhi

November 3, 2021

PRBD20210436W

n"3ipna!Disht-:tof

Kootunny BouniJaiy

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
APPLICANT

Kokanee Peaks Interiors & Restorations 3513 Ymir Road, Nelson, B.C. V1L 6Z4
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH CONSEHT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRAMTED

PERMIT TO:

Addition SFD
250 Currie Street

AT:

FOLIO: 58800374000

PID 008700516, Lot 2 D.L. 4597 K.D. Plan 1917
Brenda Parke 250 Currie Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 2L5

OWNER:

CONTRACTOR: Kokanee Peaks Interiors & Restorations 3513 Ymir Road, Nelson, B.C. V1L 6Z4
PARTICULARS 7 PERMR- IS ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUIREMEHTSI

All work to conform to the 2018 B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;
Minimum setbacks: front 6m, interior side 1.5m, exterior side 3m and rear 3m;

Maximum height: 10m from average grade;
Property pins to be identifiable and marked prior to the setback or footing inspection;
See notes on plans;

CALL FOR AN INSPECTION ON EACH STAGE: SETBACK / SITING, FOOTING (PRIOR TO POURING CONCRETE),
DAMPPROOFING / DRAINTILE / PRIOR TO BACKFILL, UNDERSLAB POLY, INSULATION /VAPOUR BARRIER AND FINAL;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION;
Submit a completed Certification of Plumbing Installation form prior to the final inspection (copy attached);
Submit all floor joist and beam specification sheets for pre-engineered wood products prior to the framing inspection.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE
FEES

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORIGINAL AMOUNT

Warfield - Building Permit Fee
Plumbing Fixtures

$55,000.00

AMOUNT OWING
$440.00

$10.00x3

Title Search Fee

$30.00
$11.00

TOTAL

^

$481.00

DATE PAID

r\

,.^'v,.

WAIVER OF INDEMITi'
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village of Warfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)
indemnifies the Village of Warfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village of Warfield owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner or Authorized Representative Signature

Dal Siminoff
Buildifig Inspector

DATE PERMIT GRANTED

PERMIT NUMBER

P^d

November 3, 2021

PRBD20210545W

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary
BUILDING INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
202-843 Rossland Avenue, Trail, B.C. V1R 4T9
INSPECTION CALLS: (250) 368-0222
Wilfred Beauregard + Violet Beauregard 1793 Noran Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 1X1
BEING THE OWNER OR ACTING WITH CONSEflT OF THE OWNER IS HEREBY GRANTED

PERMIT TO: Repair SFD
FOLIO: 58800189000

655 Tennyson Avenue

AT:

PID 013247557, Lot 2 Block 15 D.L. 639 K.D. Plan 1939
OWNER: Wilfred Beauregard + Violet Beauregard 1793 Noran Street, Trail, B.C. V1R 1X1
CONTRACTOR: Wilfred Beauregard + Violet Beauregard 1793 Noran Street, Trail, B.C. V1 R 1X1
PARTICULARS ? PERMIT IS ISSUED SUBJECTTO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL REQUIREMENTSI

All work to conform to the 2018 B.C. Building / Plumbing Code and relevant Village ofWarfield Bylaws;

CALL FOR AN INSPECTION ON EACH STAGE: FRAMING, INSULATION / VAPOUR BARRIER AND FINAL;
PLEASE CALL A MINIMUM OF 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE WHEN BOOKING AN INSPECTION.
AREA OF LIVING SPACE

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
ORIGINAL'AMOUNT

FEES

$108,000.00

AMOUNT OWING

Warfield - Building Permit Fee

$864.00

TOTAL

$864.00

DATE PAID

^v-WAIVER.QF INDEMITY
In consideration of the granting of this permit, the undersigned: (a) releases the Village of Warfield and those acting on behalf of the Village of Warfield from all claims and expenses which the
undersigned may have or incur as a result of the issue of this permit or the enforcement or non-enforcement of the Village of Warfield Bylaws or of the British Columbia Building Code; (b)
indemnifies the Village of Warfield from all such claims and expenses which may be made by any other person; and (c) acknowledges that the Village of Warfjeld owes no duty of care to the
undersigned or anyone else in respect of these matters.

Owner or Authorized Representative Signature

Dan Siminoff
tiilding Inspector

FINANCE

January 5, 2022

SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTS #01

Moved by Councillor / Seconded by Councillor
That the commitments and expenditures represented by the accounts payable listed
below are authorized and that their payment in the amount of
Seventy-Four Thousand, Seven-Hundred Twenty-Two Dollars and Eighty-One Cents
Accounts Payable Cheques # 10755 - 10782
EFT Payments
Payroll #25 & 26

$31,972.74
$5,627.65
$37,122.42

TOTAL EXPENDITURE & PAYMENT APPROVED

$74,722.81

Village of Warfield

AP5090

Cheque Register-Summary-Bank

Date :

Jan 05, 2022

Seq :

Cheque No.

Supplier :

A&J001 To ZIM001
Pay Date :
10-Dec-2021 To 05-Jan-2022
Bank
: 1 - General Operating To 99 - PENNY ROUNDING
Cheque #

Cheque Date

Medium :

Supplier

Supplier Name

Status

Page :1
Time :9:13 am
Status : All

M=Manual C=Computer E=EFT-PA
Batch

Medium

Amount

10755
10756
10757
10758

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

ACE001
AMCO001
AND001
BRA001

ACE COURIER SERVICES
0897957 BC LTD DBA AM CONTRACTING
ANDREW SHERET LIMITED
BRANDT TRACTOR LTD

Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued

171
171
171
171

C
C
C
C

174.74
1,775.70
410.18
788.44

10759
10760
10761

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

BVT001
CIV001
COR003

BV TOOL RENTALS (2011) LTD
Issued
CIVICINFOBC
Issued
ICONIX WATERWORKS LIMITED PARTNERSHIPIssued

171
171
171

C
C
C

111.65
357.00
10,567.18

10762
10763
10764
10765

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

GLE001
HAL001
HOM001
HOM003

GLENMERRY GLASS LTD
MILLS OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY
HOME HARDWARE BUILDING CENTRE
HOMER'S HYDROVAC SERVICES

171
171
171
171

C
C
C
C

115.50
44.49
324.31
6,058.50

10766
10767
10768
10769
10770

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

KOR001
LID001
LOR001
PAR003
PIT002

KORPACK CEMENT PRODUCTS
Issued
LIDSTONE & COMPANY BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS
Issued
LORDCO AUTO PARTS
Issued
PARSLOW LOCK & SAFE
Issued
PITNEYWORKS
Issued

171
171
171
171
171

C
C
C
C
C

70.11
2,100.56
118.74
51.80
14.99

10771
10772
10773

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

REC001
SEL001
SPAC001

RECEIVER GENERAL FOR CANADA
SELKIRK SECURITY SERVICES
SPACERACE DIGITAL INC.

Cancelled
Issued
Issued

172
171
171

C
C
C

0.00
105.00
304.50

10774
10775
10776
10777

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

TER001
TRA003
TRAH001
TRU001

TERRA-GREEN LAWN CARE LTD
TRAIL CLEANERS & LAUNDRY LTD.
TRAIL HAMMER AND BOLT CO. LTD.
TRUE CONSULTING GROUP

Issued
Issued
Cleared
Issued

171
171
171
171

C
C
C
C

357.68
52.96
2,198.09
3,567.39

10778
10779
10780
10781

22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021

WAR002
WOR001
HIL003
REFUND001

WARFIELD VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS SOCIAL
Issued
CLUB
WORK SAFE BC
Issued
HILL, EDWARD J
Cleared
COUTURE, SHEILA
Cleared

171
171
173
173

C
C
C
C

1,278.85
151.38
373.00
250.00

10782
00000-0009
00000-0015
00000-0016

23-Dec-2021
31-Dec-2021
21-Dec-2021
21-Dec-2021

REFUND001
MUN001
COLL001
DHC001

COUTURE, SHEILA
MUNICIPAL FINANCE AUTHORITY OF BC
COLLABRIA- VISA PAYMENT PROCESSING
DHC COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Issued
Issued
Cleared
Cleared

174
166
170
170

C
E
E
E

250.00
5,030.21
445.97
67.47

SHA001

SHAW CABLE

Cleared

170

E

84.00

00000-0017 21-Dec-2021

Issued
Issued
Cleared
Cleared

Total Computer Paid :

31,972.74

Total EFT PAP :

5,627.65

Total Manually Paid :

0.00

Total EFT File :

0.00

32 Total No. Of Cheque(s) ...

Total Paid :

37,600.39

COUNCIL REPORTS
AND INQUIRIES

VILLAGE OF WARFIELD
Council Committee Report

Committee Name:
CLIMATE LEADERSHIP WEBINAR
Council Member Responsible:
Arlene Parkinson
Reporting Period:
January 10, 2022

In December 2021 I attended the Climate Leadership Webinar.
This was a coming together of many to share what large business corporations are doing to be climate change
mitigators.
I found the overall Webinar was quite overwhelming. The speakers were mostly top executives from some of
the largest businesses in the World.
What I did hear was that even though we may be late, we can still make positive efforts to make a difference.
The public will have to be on board and demand that “green measures” be used by all big and small business
even though it is more expensive to do so. An example is the production of concrete. Making concrete is the
worst producer of carbons. Making “green” concrete is very expensive so the consumer will have to pay more.
The most interesting speaker for me was LaToya Cantrell, The Mayor of New Orleans. Ms Cantrell was elected
in 2018. She has spent her term using her positive attitude knowing that it will take much effort and dollars to
not only mitigate flood damage as well as upgrading infrastructure to protect the population from further
damage due to climate change.
I have included the links to the presentations so that you are able to take a look yourselves.
I find there are many learning opportunities that cost nothing that we can take part in and learn something.
Thank you

Respectfully Submitted:
Councillor Arlene Parkinson
Date:

January 10, 2022

Thank You for a
Successful 2021 Climate Leadership Series
Access Video Recordings of ALL 2021 Series Content
Last week the Climate Leadership team presented the final two solutions-oriented events of the 2021 Series: A workshop on Pathways
to Net Zero and a dynamic webinar on Investing in Our Cities through Smart, Resilient Infrastructure. It was a pleasure to host
longtime climate experts, thought leaders and business executives in substantive and collaborative discussions on the road to our netzero, climate resilient future.
Access last week's sessions, and all Series events to date, on the CLC YouTube Channel.
Thank You! With a global pandemic at our heels, we are grateful for your support as we pivoted what is typically the annual Climate
Leadership Conference and Awards program to offering virtual content this past spring and again this fall. Presenting special keynotes,
headline interviews, panel discussions and audience Q & A, the 2021 Climate Leadership Series engaged more than 1,500
sustainability professionals along the way as together we explored Ambition to Action: Mobilizing for a Decade of Decarbonization.
One of the highlights of the year was recognizing those taking meaningful action through our Climate Leadership Awards Showcase view full list of 2021 Recipients.
We would additionally like to thank our 2021 Sponsors for their generous support, without whom we would not have been able to pivot so
seamlessly. Thank you for your continued commitment to tackling the climate crisis.
Your Feedback is Valuable. We are happy to provide an exchange of best practices and hope you are taking new tools and resources
back to your respective organizations to support current climate efforts. Please take a moment to provide feedback on our programming
so we may better serve you in the future.

FEEDBACK LINK

Warm Holiday Wishes and Happy New Year to All. See You in 2022!

Stay Connected to #TheCLC @TheCLC2021

Visit us at www.climateleadershipconference.org
Conference-specific inquiries or feedback should be directed to questions@climateleadershipconference.org

About the Climate Leadership Brand:
The Climate Leadership team is dedicated to addressing climate change through policy, innovation, and business solutions. Climate,
energy, and sustainability professionals across sectors and from around the globe collaborate to explore solutions and opportunities,
engage peers and build new connections, and showcase climate leadership. Produced by C2ES and TCR, the annual conference
supports the prestigious Climate Leadership Awards, bringing national attention to organizations leading the way on climate.
Please direct your conference-related inquiries to questions@climateleadershipconference.org
To opt out of future messages about the Climate Leadership Conference, please Unsubscribe

